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ABSTRACT

I have decided to do my master's project on guided
reading. Although a wide array of research material.and

literary resources on guided reading are available, the
integration and practical application, of such disparate
resources takes time, effort and resources that most

educators cannot afford to invest in the process..A

comprehensive source of information and guidance of
sufficient scope and quality to efficiently facilitate the
development and implementation of a guided reading program

in the classroom is necessary if such programs are to be put
into operation in a quality way in schools. My goal is to
gather available materials and combine them into one

comprehensive guide that.teachers may use instead of
searching through numerous sources of information.
For most teachers, success in incorporating innovative

teaching strategies into the classroom depends on having the

necessary tools, resources, support and professional
development to assist them with the implementation of the
changing curricular strategies and practices that are an

accepted part of life as educators. I plan to address this
need and provide teachers with a comprehensive approach to
guided reading and literature circles that has not been
attempted before.

ixx

To do this, I plan to provide teachers with a resource
guide which allows them to access the entire series of

experiences and materials they will encounter while putting
the guided reading program into action. I will provide them

with examples of successful classroom management strategies,
professional development techniques and guidelines for

long-term planning to ensure that the guided reading
approach will be successful. I plan to provide a
user-friendly guide that can aide teachers in getting
started with guided reading programs. This guide will

include all of the important elements in comprehensive
guided reading programs, including guided reading levels,
classroom management practices, assessment techniques for
placement and progress checks and actual lessons.
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Chapter One
Introduction

Drawing on: my own classroom experiences w ith diverse
student populations, I -have concluded that.reading is within

the reach of all students and even struggling children
make accelerated progress and become competent

can

readers ahd

writers with individual help. The.key is good first

teaching, knowing students, working from their

base of

understanding and supporting each student.'s dev elopment of
effective strategies for processing texts at increasingly
challenging levels Of difficulty.

Through my classroom

observations, the need for. an explicit focus on guided
reading became evident. Learning is a constructive activity
and children learn best, when we provide a wide range of
experiences and the instruction necessary to en courage them

to read in the service of learning. This, projec t

meshes

guided reading with another learning, theory knc wn

as

constructivism (B. Cambourne, 1988) which parallels my
belief that by providing good texts, support an d
encouragement, children can become independent r eaders early

in, their school, careers.:

My project will suppo rt

the

well-researched theoretical foundation of constructivism in

which the instructional emphasis shifts from be ing teacher
centered to student .centered. In concurrence Wi th Cambourne,

et al., I support the.view that children bring to literacy a

wide, range of experiences and cdmpetencies,.When they are
given.opportunities to read from authentic" literature

experiences and participate in activities that provide
.intrinsic motivation, such as. experimentation, observation,
reflection, discussion, .interaction among peers and group
work, they will take charge of their own learning and be
better able to think more critically.

.:

Throughout the years, learning theory has gone through

a,major transformation, prompting numerous debates about the

most effective teaching methods to help beginning readers.

Educators and learning theorists.continue to go back and
forth about whether teaching methods should emphasize

phonics versus whole language, basal reading ..versus
literature-based instruction, homogeneous grouping versus
heterogeneous grouping, early intervention versus a "wait
and see" approach, or explicit instruction versus a.
discovery approach- As a result, educators have been
continuously reassessing.their beliefs about how children

acquire literacy and subsequently, changing traditional
classroom practices. These changes, while positive, share
common features derived, from "whole-class" experiences

and/or a pre-packaged curriculum approach to teaching. Such
methodologies presume that all children of a particular,age.
are expected to grasp a certaih. amount of material in a

fixed amount of time, making them less than/ideal models for
educational practice.

As educators, we have, come a long way in our thinking
about.helping students learn strategies, to become

independent readers,. however, I believe ,a great deal more

needs to be done to develop,literacy programs that help
teachers observe reading behaviors in individual children,

rather than hypothesizing that they are being,used, and help
them develop an effective independent reading, process.

Because I've found that most theories about early literacy
learning and the published anthologies on classroom

practices fail to adequately recognize the inherent
differences in the learning behaviors of individual students
or the, shift in the focus of the teachers' role in the

process of helping young,readers become independent readers,

I have decided to do my masters project on the guided

reading component of a. balanced literacy program.
While reading aloud helps children experience and

explore literary, work, they cannot yet read. Shared reading

allows them to participate in and get the feel of reading.
Literature, circles enable students to think more about text

as they talk with one another and gain new understanding, I
believe that guided reading is the,core of a balanced

literacy program.

The guided reading approach emphasizes

observation of individual students, which,provides a

"window" on the reading process.

It,is through guided

reading that teachers can actually show students how to read

and support them as they, read, which leads to the
independent reading that builds on the reading process.

Through guided reading, the teacher has an opportunity to
select a number of gradient texts representing broad topics
and themes, each time pushing students to increasingly
higher levels of literacy.

Based on my experience.as a primary classroom teacher,

it is my belief that the student is no longer considered to
be a passive learner and the instructional emphasis of the

teacher is to provide students with sufficient guidance and

support to encourage them to construct knowledge through
their own discoveries and enable them to master individual',

skills until they can facilitate their use when reading
independentlyv
Teachers need tools to assist them with the

,

implementation of new curricular strategies and methods that

are an inevitable part of life as,educators. To this end, my
project will include the compilation of a comprehensive
resource guide that teachers may access to assist them in

the implementation of a guided reading program and help them

understand how individual children acquire literacy. This
"user friendly" resource will assist them in all aspects of

guided reading within the context of a balanced literacy

program. This will include specific strategies for
conducting guided reading grdups,. selecting materials and

providing instruction for,students that fit their individual
levels of development; making observations and gathering

evidence of learning behavior while students process.new,
texts.; using flexible. grouping and. regrouping students,

having successful classroom mahagement ideas, professional
development strategies,, and using assessment techniques for

placement and progress checks. This guide will also provide
appendices which will include guided.reading book lists,
examples, of guided reading levels,, and various versions of

guided reading progress reports and running records.

It has

been my experience that unless students, have meaningful
lessons to learn,. the process and the classroom structure

will amount to little, therefore, I will also include
suggestions for creating a print-rich classroom environment,
actual lesson plans and.ideas for learning centers that, will

give students the .opportunity.to develop as
readers while participating in socia.lly. supported
activities. '

The intended result of my project is to. .provide the
means to assist educators, in the development and

implementation of guided reading,programs, which will

encourage literacy educators to. be.'more iuclined to make,
guided reading become standard practice by■ creating a ; . .

network of teachers who have successfully implemented the
guided reading program in their 'dlassrooms., uhderstand its

.underlying principles.and are able to explain it to others. ,
,I believe that a wide range of educators will become

interested if they get a chahce.; to see what the guided 
reading approach to. literacy .can accomplish.

;I will also present .theoretical perspectives which I.

ascribe to. in my.teaching /pra.Qtices from noted experts ill
. the field, of literacy,, ihcluding Margaret Mboney. Reading
To,^With and By Children,(1990), whose concepts are based on

the premise that;children learn to read through the use of
.reading strategies that encourage reading to, with and by
children, and Riabv,

Independent Reading

Teachers' Resource: Guided and

(1989) whose theoretical perspectives

of literacy encompass: the idea, that "Children learn to . read

and write successfully when a balance of approaches to

literacy learning is provided" (p. 2). .Because of their
practical val.ue, I. will also incorporate the guidelines and
'essential components of a balanced literacy program outlined
by. The CaliforrLia Reading Task Force, It's Elementsry!

(1995).and California Department of Education, Every child A
Eaadax (1995) into the resource guide.

The foundation upon which I will develop my resource

guide will be based on the years of .research and development
previously undertaken by teachers.;and language arts

specialists, such as. Irene C.. Fountas and Gay Su Pinnell
(1996) and will expound on their work in creating a balanced

literacy program based on guided reading,and supported by
reading aloud, interactive writing, shared reading and other
successful approaches which I have utilized in my classroom.

I. will include the research and findings of the Wright Group
, (1990) regarding the use of the three cueing systems, which
include,graphophonic (sounding out words), semantic (did

that make sense?) and syntactic (did it sound right?). This

resource guide will explore the rationale for grouping,

based on extensive studies of the practice of grouping
students, which will include comparisons of traditional and

dynamic groupings.

My project will provide authentic

assessment techniques for taking, scoring and analyzing
running records, primarily based on the research of Marie

Clay, who is credited with the concept of running records.
in Chapter' Two, I will present a review of, the

literature and theories related to guided reading within the
context of a balanced literacy program that were used as the

basis for this project. This literature review will explore

the fundamentals of balanced literacy and guided reading,
the transmissive approach and constructivism, the positive
and negative effects of grouping, the role, of the teacher in

observing and coaching students, determining.readiness and
choosing appropriate,materials..

In Chapter Three, I will review the design of my : ,
project and discuss the methodologies that were used in the ,

development of the guided reading approach represented in
the resource guide, including, practical ideas for organizing
the litera:cy environment,- managing the process of guided

.reading and the essential components in making the guidedI
reading process work.

In Chapter Four, I will evaluate the piractical

applications effectiveness of the guided reading resource .

.guide as a tool for primary classrooiti teachers. Following
the conclusion of my advisory group, I will.convene the

participants to complete an extensive survey.of the resource

guide and its limitations and benefits in their teaching
practices.

Chapter Two
Literature Review

In this chapter, I will explore.the instructional goals
of the various components of a balanced literacy program,

including basal and guided reading, flexible versus ability
grouping, the role of the teacher and discuss the,;
theoretical foundations of the various components of

literacy, such as the traditional (transmissive) approach
and constructivism that are commonly integrated,into a

balanced literacy program. For fhe purpose of this project,

1 will be: using Rigby's definition of balanced literacy in
Which the focus is on reading aloud, shared reading, guided

and independent reading, language experience,- shared writing
and children writing and sharing responses.

In addition to drawing from my own teaching
experiences, observations and classroom-based research,in

which I emphasize the,guided reading component of a balanced
literacy program, I will be using the published works of
.Barbara Watson, a New Zealand literacy educator who has

played a prominent,role in the development of guided reading
programs and Irene C. Fountas & Gay Su Pinnell (1996) Guided
Reading. Good First.Teaching For All Children, which

provides a comprehensive guide to creating and implementing
a balanced literacy program based on.guided, reading for K-3

classroom teachers, reading resource teachers,

administratots,: researchers and staff- developers. Fountas ,

and Pinnell remind us that "All children possess the

fundamental attributes they need to become literate" (1996)
and have been instrumental in helping teachers, understand

how to assess children through careful observation and then
take them from.where they are to where they need to go. The

Wright Group's.Guided Reading; A Practical Approach for '
Teachers (1995) will contribute significantly: to the
development of many: of the practical elements of the

resource guide.
I will explore and:expound,on the cohstructivist
theories of .Brian Cambourne (1988) The Whole Story, Natural
Learning and the Acquisition of Literacy, a prominent
researcher in the field of .literacy who supports the notion .

of constructivism and,its positive impact on. literacy. Based
on my classroom experience, I:concur with Cambourne's

suggestion that literacy can be achieved when Certain
conditions, which he refers to,- as .the "Seven Conditions of .

Learning"(Cambourne, 1995) are practiced. ,.I will incorporate
the constr.uctivist model an(d Cambourne's conditions of

learning.into the guided reading program.

.;

My project will incorporate the .assessment techniques

developed in Marie Clay's (1991V An Qbservation Survey of
Early Literacy Achievement, emphasizing, the effective use of
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running records as a tool for coding, scoring and analyzing
a child's reading behaviors, guides for observing reading
behavior, and self assessment techniques for teachers. I

will explore other assessment techniques developed by L.K.
Rhodes Literacy Assessment: A Handbook of Instruments

(1993), F. Claggett

A Measure of Success: From Assignment

to Assessment in English Language Arts

(1996) and J.

Beaver, et al., Developmental Primary Assessment. (1996)

An essential element of guided reading is the dynamic
and flexible grouping of children which allows children to
support one another in reading and makes efficient use of
the teacher's time. I will be using the findings of
researchers in the field of education who have done

extensive studies on avoiding the practice of differential
instruction between different ability groups as well as

promoting the benefits of combining grouping by similar
reading processes and text levels, including E. H. Hiebert
An Examination of Ability Grouping for Reading Instruction
(1983), Good & Marshall Do Students Learn More in

Heterogeneous or Homogeneous Groups? The Social Context of
Instruction (1984), Allington & McGill-Frazen Different
Programs. Indifferent Instruction In Beyond Separate
Education: Quality Education for All (1989), R. Slavin

Cooperative T,earning (1983). When Poes Cooperative Learning
Increase Student Achievement (1983). A.B. Sorenson andM.T.
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Hallinan Effects of Ability Grouping on Growth in Academic ,
Achievement (1986), Filby, Barnett and Bossart. Grouping
Practices and Their Gonsequences (1982) and the findings of :

Bpophy & Good (1970), Rist ; (1973), Barr & Dreeban . ;(1977) and
the 1991 Massachusetts Reading Association Studies and.
Research Committee's review of the research on grouping.

Additibnally, I will explore,strategies to facilitate

the teaching and learning ot children within the. context of,
a guided reading program and developing rich literacy i

curriculum by drawing from my own successful practices and

the teaching,and years of research of noted experts such as
Marie Clay Introducing A Storybook to Young Readers (1991),

Margaret Mooney, Reading To, With and By Children (1990),
Rigby Publishers, .Teacher's Resource: Guided and Independent
Reading (T9.89V. M.K. Jones Getting Started: Creating a
Til terate .Classroom Environment .(1990). Mary Ellen Giacobbe .

Who Says Children Can't Write the First Week (1981), The
Wright Group Guided Reading: A Practical Approach for
Teachers (1995),C. Weaver Creating Support for Effective

.Tiiteracy Education

(1996), and Mary Gaird (1993) as well as

published articles from the California Department of
Education Every Child a Reader (1995), National Academy of
Education.(1984) Becoming A Nation of Readers, and the

California, Reading Task Force It's Elementary.
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English-Language Arts Framework for California Public
Schools Kindergarten-Grade Twelve.
Numerous other resources will be used in . the

development,of this project, including, but not limited to
C. Tateshi Meeting The Challenges: Stories from Today's
Classroom (1996). Scholastic The Scholastic Guide to

Balanced Reading K-2/3-6 (1996), R. Routman Literacy at the
Crossroads (1996) ^ P. Martens I Already Know How To Read: A

Child's View of Literacy (1996), and N. Hall Looking at

Literacy: Using Tmages of Literacy to Explore the li^orld of
Reading and Writing (1989).

Learning Theory/Constructivism
Defining Literacy

.

According to Cambourne (1988),, "Literacy is a word to

describe a whole collection of behaviors, skills, knowledge,

processes and attitudes. It has something to do with our

ability to use;language in our negotiations with the world
(p.3)

In all areas of life, we are faced with tasks that

necessitate thg use of reading and comprehension skills,
including, all, subject areas, and performing duties such as

voting, filling out^ job applications, writing letters,
serving on a jury, understanding childcare information such,
as directions on medications or corresponding with schools.
For the purpose of,encouraging children to read and
preparing children for a successful school career, parents
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should proyide a positive role model for children and model
the purposes of reading. The role of parents and the

environmental influences that encourage students to

construct personal meaning from what is being read is
supported by Strech, (1995)

,

"Literacy, is . defined as being able to read with
comprehension and being capable of using environmental

print to construct personal meaning,. Literacy
instruction should produce students who have the

ability to communicate, think critically and work
cooperatively ■(Strech, 1995 p. 49)

Background: (The Tradi tional or Transmi ssi.ve Approach^
Learning theory has gone through a major transformation

which affects methods of instruction. Currently, the role of
the teacher and the role of the student are. being redefined.
The student is no longer considered to be a passive learner.
There has been a shift in instructional emphasis from being.
teacher centered to .being student centered. Now, the
learning process puts more emphasis on student

responsibility and choice in their own learning. Learning
now occurs in transactional settings rather than,
transmissive.

in. contrast, traditionally, the standards for

reading have been set by behaviorist theories. Taffy Raphael
and Susan McMahon (1994) contend that "for yearsA reading

instruction involved breaking the reading process into
smaller,-more manageable units. Instruction focused on
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. .

.

helping students 'master individual skills until they .could ■
orchestrate their use when reading" (p.. iP2.)h> Students .were

expected to decode the print to get meaning from the p>rinted
page.'.

■ ■

^

It's Elementary (California ..department of Education, 1992)

.

described this traditional.approach,to teaching reading:

.Typically, reading proficiency has.been developed in
the elementary years by means, of, basal , reading
programs, complete piaekages of commercially produced: .: .

,.

:

instructional materials fhht include graded
anthologies of abridged reading selections, workbooks, ;
skill sheets,and teachers' mhhuals with accompanying . . ,
instructional strategies,,and materials. (p. 6)
.

There were, two basic problems in using this type of

basaiv rea

alone..- First,; the materia;l was

typically not.very interesting. Most students would rather
connect their readings to something they are familiar with
or can relate tO/ rather than reading ..from an excerpt,from a

short story of which they've ne.ver. heard.. According to
George Bodner (1986) "the traditibnal view.of knowledge isl
based .on the common sense belief that a real world exists ; ..
regardless of whether we take interest tn it or even notice

it" (p. 74)

It can no longer be assumed that^ students will

read whatever is put in front, of them and, relate it to. their
lives when, in fact, they might have no interest in it
.whatsoever.

Second, students' reading progress may be inhibited due
to the type of structure of. the basal reader.. The inquiry
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process cannot be fully tealized when students read a few
pages and answer basic questions. It's Elementary

(California Department,of Education, 1992) noted that

"Students only learn when they are afforded the opportunity
to actively incorporate what they are studying into, their

own experiences, concepts,. and understandings of how the
world.works" (p. xiv). Relying on rigid programs in.which
students are told by someone else when.and how strategies

should be taught does not necessarily benefit the students.
The transmissive model, in-which the function of

,

education is to master school subjects and transmit skills
is consistent with behaviorist learning theories. By
neglecting to integrate subjects throughout the curriculum,
they are kept isolated into separate sections. Expectations

that students must adapt to the school's curriculum allows
little room for individual differences. Students who are

,

kept as passive learners often engage in rote and textbook

learning, allowing little room for exploration or
opportunities for;students to work cooperatively. Under such
controlled, sfructured, and routine.methods of teaching,

assessments are limited to standardized achievement.'tests

and the primary means of motivating students is through
intrinsic rewards such as grades.
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Constructivism

The rise of interest in the constructivist learning
theory challenges the transmissive approach's prior beliefs
about teaching and learning. Students have ultimate control
of their learning which allows them to use their own

knowledge, values, attitudes and experiences and make
connections between relevant and known information to

"construct" their own meaning. The understanding students
bring to the activity determines what the student learns.
When student understanding plays such a vital role in the
learning environment, educators serve as facilitators to

help students explore activities that resemble the real

world and use higher order thinking to reach their

individual goals. This does not necessarily-mean that
anything goes. Learning content and skills remains an
important goal of education. The critical feature is how the

knowledge is acquired (Brooks, 1990; Spivey, 1989).
Constance Kamii (1982) stated that finding order and

patterns are 'important parts of constructivist learning:
The aim of constructivist education is personal
autonomy, a state defined as being governed by oneself

and including, ultimately, the ability to think
logically at the formal operational level. Children
naturally construct .knowledge by putting things into
relationships, and that their knowledge is constructed

as an interrelated whole, and is not compartmentalized
into subject matters, (p. 3)
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The students sense of order is derived from organizing

information into relationships that make sense to them. It
is important for teachers not to prevent .students from

making their own order,, thus lessening opportunities for
understanding and creating knowledge. According to Frank
Bet.ts (1991), "Learners need to create patterns, strategies
and rules that, increase their control over the environment"

(p. 2).., This belief is also supported by Jacqueline Grennon
Brooks (1990).:

Constructivists believe that knowledge.is the result of
individual constructions of reality. Learning occurs

through the continual creation of rules and hypotheses
to explain what is observed. Each person is
continuously checking .information against old rules,
revising the rules when discrepancies appear, and
reaching new understandings, or constructions of
reality, (p. 68)
.
Another,important aspect of constructivism is the
building of knowledge. It is from knowledge that children's
real understanding and a sense of ownership are derived,
allowing children to participate fully in the learning
process., .Conshructivism is a theory of knowledge where

knowledge is actively built,: not received (Von-Glaserfeld,

1988). Martin Brooks agreed with this from,a psychological
point of view: "We come to „know our world by interacting
with ,it and using our operative cognitive structures to

explain what we have perceived (p. 64)."

1!

Another aspect of constructivism, that supports the.
learner.'s growth is conflict. . Conflict allows learners to

grow developmentally by forcing them to open their minds and
find alternate Solutions.and ideas and prepares them for the

challenges ahead. Catherine Fosnot (1991) defines
constructivist teaching as ''a (model that emphasizes that
learners need to be actively involved, ho reflect on their

learning and make inferences, and to experience cognitive
conflict" (p. 3).
Role of Teacher and Student in a Constructivist Setting

Balanced literacy programs:encohrage. students to read
from a variety of literature and involves many processes

accuring simultaneously, including skill instruction,,
because when students are constructing mea.ning they are

using a varie.ty of thinking processes. It's'Elementary ■
(California Department of Education, 1992) suggests,that"

"learning how to think and learning conte.nt . are "two .

.:

processes that should occur simultaneohsly/ not .treated .
separately" .(p. 3). A strong reading program uses reading, as

a tool of discovery to enter interesting new worlds. . .

(California Departmeht Of Education, 1992). Consiructivist
learning engages students:in literature circleS; using
authentic literature, experiences in which students are no :
longer asked to open to a certain page in a basal/reader.; and
read along with the class:. It gives students a choice in
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,.

selecting literature that interests, theniy involves them in

thinking, reading, listening, speaking and writing about . /
literature and. motivates them to ihcrease the amount of

reading they do. Students are.responsible for selecting
books that relate to familiar experiences and the meaning
they derive from the book is displayed,in inquiry projects.
Students are expected to explore questions relating to.

personal values and the relationship between them and
others, rather than responding to basic comprehension ,
questions.

Role of Teacher and Student in a Balanced Literacy Program
in a

Constructivist Setting

In the constructivist model, the role of,the teacher

changes from standing in front of the class giving facts to
offering assistance, as needed. The role of the teacher
includes allowing the student to. discover the knowledge

them to choosing activities that provide intrinsic

motivation, including discussion, experimentation, . :
observation, investigation and. group work that encourages

interaction among peers..Students will acquire new abilities
when they are given a chance for dialogue and social

interaction (McCarthey & Raphael, p. 51, 1989). Betts (1991)
supports this belief that "teachers need to be prepared to

help students clarify their own thinking and to. build on
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their existing knowledge base from a student-centered :
■

perspective (p.,3)."

In contrast with the transmissive model, the role of

the student in the cohstructivist model recognizes.the

uniqueness of. each student arid provides activities .that ^
allow their personal experiences to enter into the learning

environment, which makes education mpre meaningful so that
it is something that is yalued.

h

Brian Cambourrie ,(1988). a, researcher in the field of

literacy supports the notion of coristructivism and believes
that when a student has a positive attitude.about what is

being learned, effective learning.can be achieved. To
achieve literacy^ in a way consistent with constructivism,
Cambourne (1995) suggests the use of. his "Seven Conditions

of. Learning" Which include the following:

. '.

1. Immersion is a state of being saturated by,

enveloped in or constantly bathed in, that which is
, being learned. Iri a .classroom, one would see walls .
, .surrounded with print,student work, posters and
.

projects.

.

2. Demonstration is the ability to observe actions arid
artifacts. Artifacts, are raw.data that must be used to

tease but how learning is. structured.. Demonstrations
need to.be representatives of wholes;the learner

decides how pieces fit together and interact with each
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other. Demonstrations are repeated because each time

students see it they gain new perspectives or ideas.
3. Engagement depends on active participation by the
learner and gives the student a sense of ownership.
Success is increased during demonstrations when

students feel they are capable of learning what is
being demonstrated. Material in the classroom should be^
relevant and tie into the experiences of the students.,
4. Expectations are the messages that the teacher and
significant others communicate to learners that
reinforce the expectation that students work and learn

at a. level that is appropriate to theni,, without making

comparisons between different, students.
5. Responsibility takes place when learners make
decisions, about wha:t to engage in and what not to,do. ,

Students are' comfortable participating,in collaborative
groups and using each othet,to solve problems rather

than asking the teacher for help.

6. Approximation takes.place when students work at
their own pace, which is at, a level that,, they, feel

Ghallenged;,. They're comfortable taking risk,and feel
free to experiment when they ,a,re applauded for their
efforts. ■ ;

7. Response is feedback given to studentsv Responses
should be meaning-centered,, hon-threatening and given

"2,2

on a consistent basis. Gambourrie stated that "this kind

of response is embedded in a climate of high,expec-

,

tations of the learner's ability to ultimately 'get it
all together'" (p. 70)
Balanced Literacy vs. Whole Language

In addition to reading, speaking, listening and writing'
are all components of a balanced literacy program.. CamboUrne

(1988) suggests that "literacy manifests itself in sustained
reading, writing, talking, listening, , thinking, . .
remembering,selecting, organizing, inferencing and other

cognitive behaviors" (p.4)...
Whole language is defined by Ken Goodman (1986) as
"Building around whole learners learning whole language and.
whole situations. The focus is on meaning arid not on
language itself, in authentic speGch and.literacy events"

(p. 40). Through children'S.natural investigation of the

. v

world around them and their interactions with 'others, they

learn language to understand their experiehGes:and
communicate their understanding of the world around.them

through listening,, speaking, .reading and writing. While
these are the components of language, whole language views,
all of these as interrelated or interwoven and equally
important CQmponents. ^

,. ,

:. .

Although balanced literacy and whole language are often
used interchangeably in education, because they both focus on
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using listening,, reading writing .and speaking, balanced
literacy supports,flexible, grouping for the guided reading
component, while most whole language supporters are opposed ,
to any type of ability.grouping.
Lorie Strech (1995) made this comparison:

In comparing; Rigby's definition of.balanced literacy,
with Kenneth Goodman's definition of whole language.,;

there appears to be. a parallel in philosophy.

B.alaHced

literacy is also built around meaningful reading.
However, balanced literacy specifically includes a form

of ability grouping (the guided reading component)
while Goodman (1986) asserts that teachers should;move

away from ability grouping for reading instruction
(p.28). •

The rationale for flexible grouping in a balanced reading,

program will be discussed in detail later in this chapter..
Goals and Components of Balanced Literacy
According to Avelyn Davidson (1990), "The goal in a
balanced literacy.approach is to teach children strategies

to develop all three .cueing systems.:in brder to,encourag-e
reading for meaning" (Strech, 1995, p.. 25). ■
. The goal of balanced literacy is not.only to teach
students to become proficient readers, but also to enable .

them to become better speakers/ listeners and writers.
Students have the opportunity, to strengthen their speaking

and listening, skills by expressing their opinions,
interacting with their peers and formulating their own
ideas. They are encouraged to use higher level thinking ,
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, skills and to relate their learning to their own.personal
experiences. , : ■ /

.

The concept, of balanced literacy is based on the' i

1

premise that: the development of literacy skills;in children

is achieved in the cohtext; of actual reading using.

.

strategies that .encourage reading to,- with and by children.■ .,

Rigby.(1993). contends that the most importaht; componehtS;of .

a balanced literacy.program include Readi.ng .Aloud, (reading
to children),■ Shared. Reading .(reading: with children)

Quid

and Independent Reading (reading .by children.), Language ; ..

Experiehce, Shared Writing dwritib ..to/for/Mth. Ghildren.)^
Children Writing, and Sharing: Responses; The,eOmponents . ,

listed :by Rigby are supported by the work .of Margaret,
Mooney Reading To.. Wi th: and . By Cbi'Tdrpn. (1990); . ■

T

:

The Galifornia Reading Task Force (1995) outlines what

they felt were,the most- important ..components of h balanced:
■■ • . ; : '

literacy program:

• a strong literature, language and ..cdmprehension propram .
thet includes a balance of oral .and..:written language;'
• an organised, explicit: skills(program that includes

phonemicmwhreness (sounds in words)

phonics,

i

decoding skills to address the needs of.the emergent
readers;,:. :..

.■

• ongoing .diagnosis .that inforins teaching and:assessments '
that, ensure, accountability;' .
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• a powerful.early intervention program that provides
individual tutoring for children at. risk of reading ,
failure, u

^

Although the. use of different terminology is evident ,
among Rigby, Wright and .the California Reading . Task Force,
all components of a balanced literacy program seems to
encompass one main idea--that all children learn how to
read. According to Rigby.(1993) "Children learn to read andl

write.successfully when .a balance of approaches to literacy
learning is provided,...the potential'for literacy exists
within every child and given the right environment and a '

balance of experiences, literacy is not only, possible, it is
inevitable" (p.2).
Guided Reading Component

■

The emphasis of the guided reading component of; a

balanced literacy program is to provide students with .
sufficient guidance and support to encdurage them to stretch

their minds by furnishing them with information about the
three major cueing systems: graphphonic (sounding out.,
words)., semantic (did that make sense?), and. syntactic (did
it sound right?).. It also'equips students . with, strategies to

use within those systems.to help them move towards.becoming
proficient independent readers. ..This is best summarized by
the Wright Group (1990) whdvprovide this explanation of what
guided reading accomplishes:
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By teaching children how td read words only .in
, .isolation (graphphonics)., providing them;.with only . one
cue system, we fail .to show them the yariety. of .

strategies that exist in real .reading situations. By
teaching children how to use all of;the cueing systems
in their reading from the beginning/ ;we provide them >
. with a variety of reading strategies they need,to
become successful .readers.(p.46).
.

^

'

With guidance in the use of the three Gueing systems, .
students ask questions of themselves and 1earn; to take. .

responsibility for their, own learning which allows .theni. to
move from being dependent readers to proficiency.as
independent readers. Mooney states that within guided.

reading "children learn what .questions to ask of themselves
as readers (1990, p.46)."

In concurrence/ Gaird (1993)

.

believes:'

The group experience translates
Children naturally begin to ask
questions as they read on their
in the driver's seat encourages,

tO:independent work.
themselves more,
own...Putting the; qhild
the reader to take

charge of his or her own learning.; (p. 74)
The guided reading component of a.balanced literacy,

program incorporates the use of flexible groupings of three
to eight students into literature circles and. book clubs who
meet once per week for approximately 30-45 minutes to■

discuss sections of the .book.

The primary role of .the

teacher .is. to meet regularly with the groups and;provide

assistance to students by modeling question and discussion
strategies and monitoring discussions tO ensure that

student's, don't deviate from; the topic, and a student
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doesn't dominate the discussion."The instructor models

,

aesthetic reading by verbalizing how s/he makes personal .

connections with various parts of, the .text" (Spires, 1995,
p.342). This facilitates opportunities for students to.
communicate with classmates and learn to share opinions ;and

varied interpretations of the same book, as, well as listen: ,
to the opinions of others. "The primary purpose of book club
as we use it is to help students develop their academic

voices with literature (Spires, Huffman, et al., 1995, p,:
341)."

Some of the most important:features of literature

circles and book groups isithat the groups are, determined by
book choice, which allows them to be:heterogeneous, include
a wide range of interests and abilities, and encourage
students to express their,point of view, without the.
pressure of producing a correct answer. They are also free

to determine,their own guidelines for risk-free discussions,.

The literature.for each ,group is, selected from a group of

seven to ten books, of various levels of difficulty, that,
have been chosen and summarized by the teacher, dealing with
issues that will both challenge and interest the students.

According to the .English-Language Arts Framework for
California. Public Schools Kindergarten through Grade Twelve

(California Department of. Education, 1987) "Discussions

between small groups help students learn to state opinions
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honestly, precisely, and tactfully to discover multiple
viewpoints on a difficult issue" (p. 12)

^

Through literature circles and book clubs, Bonnie Hill,
Nancy Johnson and Katherine Schlink Noe (1995) contend that

"children do not simply contribute their part of completing
a task; they listen carefully and think deeply;with other
group members to create understandings that go beyond those ,
of individual members", (p. 5). In an environment that

encourages interaction, and collaboration. Students have an

opportunity to gain new perspectives and an understanding of
literature through which to develop their own personal
ideas. "Students develbp their ideas because they have the
opportunity to read, think about and discuss what they,have
read (McMahoh,, 1992). "

Students benefit greatly from time structured for
talking and listening and sharing and discussing what
they think, about a work of literature or a piece of
writing. /Students who learn to work with each other in

cooperative learning group>s based on mutual interests
and criteria other than, ability, develop their capacity
to use .language creatively and critically.
(English Language Arts Framework for Galifornia Public
Schools Kindergarten through Grade Twelve.(California
Department: of Education, 1987, p. 26) , ,
.

While literature circles .and, book clubs promote the
fundamental components of a balanced literacy program,

including listening, speaking, reading and writing, there
are numerous other benefits for participating students,,'7
including increased self confidence,,; jfewer inhibitions about
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participating in discussions and the ability to use
persuasive speaking to communicate their, ideas and opinionsh

"The stories themselves/ the. regular srciall group meetings,.
the risks and trust.that such discussions, demand and the .
common experience and understanding built up through .

involvement of common text lead to a strong sense of
commitment Of class members" (Hill, et al,, 1995, p. 294.) ./ '
Guided Reading
Defining Guided Reading

The theory of guided, reading, specifically engaging

,

small groups of students in teacher-led reading .activities
in which students are given an opportunity to attempt
independent reading with proper supports .and challenges, .

originated in New. Zealand and has only recently been used in
primary classrooms across the United States. The theory" of

guided.reading can be best summarized by the definitions, of
these New Zealand researchers:

In guided reading there is a careful.match;of text and
children to ensure that each child in the group

(usually six to eight, children) is able to enjoy and
control the. story, throughout the. first reading. This .
means that groups are relatively homogeneous. Although
the children in any one group will reflect a range of ^
competencies, experiences, and interests they, will be
working together at a particular time because the
material offer each child a manageable amount of
challenge. (Mooney, 1990, p. 45)
Children who have reached similar stages of reading

development work closely with the teacher in. a.small
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group of no more than eight. Each qhild is in the role
of the reader/ with his or her own copy of the selected

book. The book will have beeri carefully chosen to be

supportive,, predictable,, and Closely matched to the.: ,
children's interests, abilities and needs. (Teacher's

Resource: Guided and Independent Reading,- 1989, p, i4-5)
Guided,reading provides an opportunity for readers to
utilize, develop and further reading strategies by
working at the edge of,their development. The teacher
guides a group of readers with similar abilities to a

successful experience with the text. IBatzle, 1994, p.

i8i.;- '':

■'

t

■ ■ ■ ' / /; ■ ■ yi''v' ,

■ ■ ■ ■/ ■vi./i-:

Guided reading is an approach,that enables a teacher
and a small group Of children to think about, talk
about and,read a book together for a specific purpose.
The teacher guides the group in reading through a story
that the children: will later read independently. (Guided

Reading: A Practical Approach for Teachers, 1995, ,p.3)
Ability Grouping Versus Flexible Grouping

Theoretically, , it is believed that in: the guided

reading approach to literacy, children should be grouped
according to similar reading levels because it offe:rs . ;
students an opportunity, to,attempt independent reading
within a homogeneous group, with similar ability levels,

while offering students a reasonable amount of support and :
challenge to facilitate progress.

Although the practice of grouping students by ability
has been shunned by believers in whole language, the use pf

flexible grouping Or temporary ability grouping is an.
acceptable practice, according to It's Elementary! ! :
Elementary Grades Task Force Report (California Department
of Education, . 1992) ,
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Small groups,, because they multiplY the opportunities
for students to take control of their, own .learning., are

a natural fit with the thinking curriculum...Small,
groups can be formed by learning activity...,
personality type...,; social pattern...,. common ,
;
interest, random association, ability in a given
,. , academic skill{Italics Added), or the duration of a
work project (p. 32).

, According to Mary Gaird (19,93), a first, grade teacher

,.

in Bangor .Maine,

Children have different interests: and experiences bhey
.. bring to the group,. However, the. group is relatively

homogeneous: in terms , of strengths and needs. Although.
groups do not, necessarily remain intact for an entire
school year, they, do remain, intact until , children , ,
either, make faster progress or are able to handle the ,
challenges in the texts the , group reads.(p. 71) , , : /

This theory is further.supported.by the Wright Group (1995)
who concur that,"Guided reading is a group^approach, ; ,

,

involving the teacher with a small group of children of

similar, reading ability" (p. 1) and Janine Batzle (1994) who
stated "The teacher guides a g:roup of readers with similar
abilities to a successful, expefience with the text" (p. 18)..
Ability, grouping has been, cphtroVersial, because studies

have shown that it can have a profoundly negative affect, on,

students in low ability groups because of disparities in the
level of instruction between low^ability and.'high ability "

groupS/- and the favorable treatment received ,by students ,in,

higher-achieving groups. In support of this. Gene Segrp ,,,
(1995) found that:

:

,

,

Children in lower ability groups are , rarely:moved,,, to
the highest groups. Over time, the disparity betw-een
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,.

the attainments of the highest and lowest groups
becomes even greater. A wealth of empirical evidence:;
suggests that rigid ability grouping is ineffective
harmful for many children. (Goodlad and Oakes, 1988
p..20)
Research shows that in general students in low ability;

groups do, not receive an equitable level .of instruction as
the high ability group students, they are asked.fewer higher

level thinking questions and are expected to. perform less
meaningful skills oriented and worksheet tasks. Research: .

.

also shows that low ability group students spend a longer. .

amount of time covering the same material as high ability
group students, thus, putting them further behind at the end
of each■year. (Barr, 1995) .

. Further studies of first grade students indicated that
"the. ldw-abil.ity group is often defined as bad ..and the
high-ability group is defined as good" (Pallas, .Entwisle, et

al. 1994, p.. 29) . Later ih the' study,: it . went on to say that
"ability group placement can have, persistent effecta of

children's achievement in school over a peri.od of, several

..

years and may shape the expiectatibns of. the Children's
performance held by significant others, such as parents and...
teachers (p. ,34) .

' i

During the 1970s, .researchers in the fields of
education, . psychology and other social sciences

(Brophy .& .

Good, 1970; Rist, 1973; Barr & Dreeben, 197:7) , provided .:
evidence to support their ..contention about the practice of.
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differential instruction.between low-ability and

high-ability groups^, suggesting that students in higher
ability; groups receiv"e more favorable treatznent from
teachers than their lower-ability counterparts. This,was

demonstrated by'Cakes (198.6) who saw ability grouping as
"buying the achievement of a few at the expense of many" (p.

17)-;

'; .

V

• . Flexibility in grouping should be emphasized, according
to the recent Framework in Focus (California Department of-

Education, 1994) (p. ;42)

While flexible grouping still

groups students by ability level, it differs because

students are frequently reassessed and regrouped

according,

to their rate of progress and individual needs, whether the

change is ma.de because the material is too challenging or
not challenging enough. In flexible grouping, students, do
not necessarily remain in the same group throughout.the

year. The use of. flexible grouping for guided reading within
a balanced literacy, program allows students to use their own
reading progress tO: determine when, they are ready to change,

groups, and uses the same questioning strategies. and,. . .

facilitates higher level thinking in all levels of reading
groups.

Flexible grouping in guided reading was referred to

by Gaird (1993) in this way, "Guided reading instruction

does not imply that members of a group.are grouped by their
abilities. The. children do not necessarily remain together
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for an entire year. Groups are flexible and are built on

,

similar strengths" (p. 70). This interpretation is further
supported by Mooney (1990). who states " The groups will,
change as some children make faster or slower progress than
others and it becomes obvious that they would benefit from

working with another group. However, these changes would be
from month, to month rather than day to day" (p. 45-6).

, Flexible grouping of students is beneficial because .
beginning readers are being introduced to the three cueing
systems, graphophonic-phonic (sounding out words), syntactic
(did the word sound right?) and semantic (did that make
sense?) and reading in these groups provides students with
an opportunity to use and develop •..these skills.

When

children use all. of these cueing systems together they are
able to construct meaning from the.text. (Butler, 1996).

In conclusion, although a great deal of emphasis has
been placed on ability grouping, most experts agree that the

main focus should be on .providing the highest quality of

instruction for all ability groups to ensure that^ all
students are expected to .examine the material in the same

manner and will be: stimulated to think,, regardless of.
whether t.hey are in a low or high ability group. This is
supported by the English-Language Arts Framework for

California Public Schools. Kindergarten through Grade Twelve
(1987) which contends:
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.

Questions make it possible for students to focus their
attention and to .ask, more and deeper questions and for
teachers to understand where.student's information and

.

needs.are and to encourage students to ask more
questions and make learning their own. Teachers who ,
develop a classroom atmosphere in which students know
that learning is important prevent students from
feeling threatened, inadequate, or alienated (p. 19).

In concurrence, Segro (1995) Stated that.

There must be high expectations for student achievement
at all ability levels.; The focus should be on
delivering curriculum that develops thinking and
problem-solving skills. Curriculum must be developed
and instructional techniques must be applied with the
idea that all students are the best learners. There

must not be a leveling down for students in lower

. ability groups.(p. 24)
J., Michael Palardy (1995) said "It is a truism that
organi-zational patterns and grouping procedures themselves

have not yet been shown to be the key to effective
schooling. Effective instruction is the key" (p. 113).
The Positive and Negative Affects of Grouping

There is convincing evidence that whole-class reading
doesn't provide the context needed for guided reading, which
necessitates the use of grouping of students who are similar,

in their development of a reading process,. When a teacher is
considering grouping students for the purpose of guided

reading, there are three assumptions that need to bo taken
into, account: (1) there will be a wide range of experiences,

knowledge and,skill among any group of primary-age children,
(2) each child will differentiate from others in some levels
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knowledge and skills, and (3) children will progress at
varying rates. Based on.these assumptions, the use,of .
dynamic grouping enables teachers to group children
effectively for efficient teaching. :

Although the' use of grouping is a common practice, some
research 6n the dangers of grouping indicates the need for
discretion.,Based on the Massachusettes Reading

Association's 1991 thorough review of the res.earch on

grouping, there are documented concerns that must be taken
into, consideration, which include their findings that
achievement is not enhanced by. assigning students to

Se1f~contained groups within classes according to ability or
achievement, children, notably those in minority groups,

assigned to low ability groups, suffer noted damage.to.their
self-confidence and self-esteem, and students in high- and

low-ability groups receive different instruction.

Additionally, "Interaction among students of a variety of

ability levels appears to increase,; achievement (Slavin,
1987, p. 72). It was 'also noted that ability groups remain,
static in composition. ,

. Based on these findings. It;is recommended that
teachers avoid the harmful affects of grouping by combining

grouping by similar reading processes and text levels with a
variety of .heterogeneous, grouping for purposes such as

whole-group activities (reading aloud, literature.circles.
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interactive/writing and readers workshops), forming small

guided reading groups of students who ha:ve similar reading
processes and can read at/about the name level, and
convening interest based groups around literature and
curriculum study and reguiariy meet with the groups .

in dynamic/flexible grouping, groups are expected to
change. There are also differences in the teaching provided
to groups as well as the methods of evaluation used.
Flexible or dynamic grouping promotes grouping students by

specific assessments for strengths in the reading process- ,
and the use of appropriate texts , to avoid the slow progress

thrbugh texts coitmonly experienced by many "low" groups.

Although all children are expected to read many books, they
. are not limited -to a fixed sequence of texts.

Texts are

selected for their appropriateness for the group and those

making.slower progress are giyen easier books to ensure that

they are still building experience. In flexible or.dynamic
grouping, the methods of assessment don't rely on unit tests
or progress.throuqh 3 fixed sequence of books, but on daily
teacher observatiohs of individual/ student reading behaviors

and regular, sys.tematic individual, assessments using running
records.

While traditional.grouping remains static in

composition, these .groups are dynamic, flexible and change
on a regular basis. .
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Basal Versus Guided Reading

There are profound differenGes between basal reading

and guided reading. Basal reading prograins focus on skills
and worksheets to determine student's ability levels and

track students in ability groups, rather than comprehension

and higher order thinking. The basal approach emphasizes
technique, such as the phonetic strategy, and, relies on the

teacher to give the word to .students, offering/no long term
support or emphasis on, meaning, while.the guided reading
approach focuses on comprehension of the text using the

three cueing systems and encourages the student to develop
his/her own strategies to assist them in future texts.
The Teaciher's Role

In guided reading, the role of the teacher is to guide
the students by pointing out the three cueing systems,

intervene or assist students only as needed without actually
reading for them and encourage students to help themselves

by trying to focus them on sounding words out on their own.
The teacher can arouse higher level thinking, as well as
.obseryihg them closely to evaluate.them as they progress.

The role of the teacher in guided reading was depicted by
Mooney (1995) using this analogy;
Your role is, similar in some respects to that of a

trampoline; each time the children touch base, you give
them only as much guidance or "spring" to, keep them
bouncing. If they happen to need extra help, you are
there to give extra, bounce and, at all times, you are
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there as 8: safety net,.(p. 54-55)

In Goncurrence, "The teacher supports students.by
observing closely and coaching them to read the text

independently...The secret is to let the students do the
work, intervene only in moments of)need,. and help the
students help themselyes" (Turbill et al., 1991, p. 17), As

a teacher, Gaird (1993) summarized her role in guided

reading as "helping to set the purpose for reading so that
later the children can sample texts on their own and come to
their own understandings" (p. 73).
Readiness

In order for students to succeed in a guided reading

program, they must have a general idea of how print works so
they come to. the group prepared to begin reading.

Establishing a prereading foundation can be accomplished by
introducing students to a print rich environment, including
stories, songs, and poetry, as well as encouraging them to

participate in activities centered around reading, such as
reading centers, shared reading and discussions about
stories, before they are introduced to guided reading.

Although not all children are ready for guided reading, once
the foundation has been established, students can enjoy a

successful experience with guided reading.
Children should not be introduced to guided reading

until they have had plenty of opportunities, to listen to a
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wide range of stories, poems,, rhymes, and songs, and ..to join
in shared reading experiences. They will then have some
.understandings of how books and Stories work, and,will be'
eager to take a more active part in:reading the texts
themselves. (Mooney, 1990,.p.48)

. .

.

There are three stages of guided.reading groups;

emergent, early and fiuent. Each stage requires a different
level. of text difficulty. The emergent stage requires

repetitive texts, .a minimal number of words per page, and a
close relation between the text and the pictures. At the

early levei,. texts will still be repetitive, but the
pictures a:.nd text will not need,to be closely matched. At
the fluency level, the reader is provided very little visual
support (pictures) or teacher support. The plots become move
involved and lengthy. At the level of fluency, students are

prepared for independent reading and can easily move into
literature circles.

Chopsing Materials

Materials should be selected by teachers and matched to

a student's ability^ and should offer sufficient amounts of

support as well as challenge. "The children should be able

to read approximately 90 to. 95 percent of the words in the
story".(Clay, 1993, p. 5) to'be at a guided reading level.
If their reading ability falls below this level, it will
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cause frustration, and reading.above this level won't

provide students with enough of a challenge.
Conclusion

Although the primary focus of my project on guided

reading, is to delve into the "how", rather than the "why",
and to focus on the specific, procedures of guided reading,

it is clear that guided reading is not an isolated process
and it is important to recognize the numerous years of
research, theoretical foundations and.information about how
children learn language, and become literate in order to

provide teachers with, the most effective methods to help,
students begin to read and become strategic users of
literacy.
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chapter Three

Design of the Project

Guided reading programs are often difficult to

orchestrate. They require efficiency in the organization of
the literacy environment and in the management b.f the

ongoing process of guided reading. In. guided reading

programs, the teachers task becomes complex because he/she
must continually observe and assess the reading
characteristics of individual students in order to carefully

match the reader to a text that offers an appropriate level

of support and challenge. The teacher must provide students
with feedback and instruction to help them, expand their

knowledge and skills,

in addition to maintaining a

systematic process to keep careful records of.children's
progress. The classroom environment must provide abundant
opportunities, for students to participate in whole-group,

small-group and individual reading/writing oriented activity,
centers that provide social and academic Support and allow
the teacher to give adequate assistance and guidance to
individual students. The primary purpose of this project

will be to provide an,organized and comprehensive resource

guide which will help facilitate the efficient and practical
application of the various components of guided reading in
classrooms and help teachers gain a better understanding of
the inherent literacy teaching and learning processes
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involved in the guided reading approach to early literacy
education.

To complete this project, I will focus on three

processes (1) the foritiation of a Small study group

consisting of either a grade-level team, or a number of

primary teachers .who will , review lay materials and provide
feedback to develop interest and expertise.in the area of

guided reading. (2) I will cbncentrate on the gathering.of
materials for development of a comprehensive resource guide

which will be a conceptual tool for planning and organizing
the guided reading program and (3) I will present a

comprehensive review of the.literature related to guided,
reading, which will provide a framework for guiding the .
selection of materials for the resource guide.

^

I will gather materials suggested by the review of the
literature, my classroom experience, and handouts and .

.

popular classroom techniques which will be assembled into
one comprehensive resource guide to summarize the essential
elements of guided reading and ensure that teachers who may .

not. possess the background kno.wledge needed in developing
and implementing a guided .reading program will know how to

go about it. The resource guide, not only will delve into the
specific procedures of guided reading, but also will

provide a practical tool to help teachers understand how.
literacy is acquired by children and. the role of the teacher
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in providing the .raw materials, including demonstrations,
text introductions,, explanations, feedback and

encouragement.. This resource guide will provide an essential
collegial support system for teachers during the ensuing
process of deyelbping and implementing a guided reading,
program. It will also assist teachers in integrating the,
instructionai processes of guided reading into their
classrooms by focusing on the following theoretical and

instructional components:
•

:

Theoretical Foundations:

This section will explore the

theoretical .fQundations of the guided,reading approach
based on the literature review, including the

cpnstructivist theory and emphasize the guided reading

apprbach within the context,of a balanced literacy

ri':prograffi.

■

i

• 'Flexible .grouping:

: r
I will provide guidelines to assist

teachers in, grouping and regrouping students in a dynamic,

process called flexible grouping. This involves ongoing
. observation and assessment tb , ,ensure that children in the

, group are similar in their development of the reading
.process and reading at about the same level of text. This

.process is, necessary to inform the teacher's interactions
.with individuals in the group as well as help the teacher

select appropriate texts. Although guided reading
programs focus on observing, developing and supporting
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individual student reading behaviors, working in a

flexible group context, for reasons of efficiency and
social value, allows the teacher to approach reading

instruction systematically so that each child's needs are
met and provides an opportunity for students to discuss
the text and support one another. While working in small
groups, students are observed individually, giving the
teacher an opportunity to make notes of individual
behaviors and offering the- maximum chance for the teacher
to interact with children individually. Additionally, I

will provide information to help teachers monitor
reading-related activities and behaviors and rely on
observations and records to indicate when a change is
needed.

Reading Strategies: The emphasis of the guided reading

program is to, provide students with sufficient guidance
and support and to encourage them to take responsibility
for their own learning. This will be accomplished by

furnishing them with information about the three cueing
systems, including graphophonic (sounding out words),

semantic (did that make sense?) and syntactic (did it
sound right?) in addition to developing strategies within
these systems to allow them to move towards becoming
proficient, independent readers.
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Creating a Text Gradient/Guided Reading Book List: A
critical aspect of the guided reading program is

selecting texts within.an appropriate range and a variety
of genres to offer maximum opportunity for individual
students to use developing skills and support beginning

reading. In addition to providing a guided reading book
list based.upon the recommendations of early literacy
teachers, I will rely on my own experience to.guide

teachers in. creating a leveled, set of books and selecting
a,wide range of texts, suitable for guided reading which
offer enjoyment, meaning and interest to, children,

reflect cultural, diversity and cover various genres
including caption books, natural language texts',

teacher-made books, literary texts and informational
texts among others.

Assessments & Evaluations: I will, provide guidelines for

observing student reading and writing behavior as a tool
for making, instructional decisions and present strategies
for assessment of student progress using running records
to determine what the student can do, both with the

teacher's assistahce and independently. The purpose of
assessments is to :Continu,ally gather data to inform

teaching decisions and, allow educators to make valid

judgments about students' achievement and learning. The
resource guide will also provide teachers with frameworks
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for self-assessment to help them review and refine their
effectiveness in guided reading,.

Organization/Classroom Management: This comprehensive

guide will help teachers develop and refine their,,
understanding of the organization of materials,

categorizing books, on a continuum, classroom management .
techniques, organizing learning centers and
ideas/suggestions for creating a print-rich classroom
environment.

•

Teaching Strategies: This componentof the guided
reading resource guide will summarize and explore the
teacher's tasks, before during and after the reading,

including observing,the students during reading and
writing activities, studying and analyzing available
texts and integrating instructional processes;.

Information will be. provided to help teachers select

powerful teaching points that effectively illustrate the
readingprocesses, introduce texts in a way that supports

strategic reading, places the text within children's
control, and encourages them to use,what they know to
facilitate strategic problem-solving and maintain a
continuous focus,on the meaning, language and ;the print of
the story throughout the lesson.

'.

During the initial meeting with the study group/ I

will provide participating qolleagues with a, copy.of, the ; .
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guided reading resource■guide, discuss the overall framework

of the guided, reading program and review the various .
components of the framework to help each teacher efficiently

integrate the program into their; classrooms, . thus, faaking
guided reading the foundation of their.literacy curriculum.
Over the course of the project^ ,which will'be conducted from
October until February, the group will reconvene

periodically to disc.uss the guided; reading program, : exchange
hands-on experiences and ideas that can be integrated into

guided reading lessons, and make . observations about the
supports and challenges in particular books. During these
periodic meetings, the Studyugrpup ,will, bei.encouraged to , . ,

share running, records of children's , behaviors, .while reading \
texts, noting changes, and finding; similarities and
differences. Because assessments will be an integral part of

the guided.readinp framework, these periodic meetings will
provide, an opportunity ;to gather data from'running records
and observations that track the progress of individual
children, as well as providing,the group with abundant

opportunity to analyze and discuss reading behaviors for

b^idence of the deyelopm^^

of independent , reading

strategies and assess; the impact of the guided reading;

program. At, the end;:Of the pfogram, ,participants will be
asked to complete an extensive questionnaire which will be
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used as the basis for evaluating the effectiveness of the

guided reading program and resource,guide.
The final component, which will be the: evaluation

process will be accomplished through the use ofIan extensive
questionnaire which will be completed by the participants in
the guided reading study group. The questionnaire,.will focus
on evaluating:the,essential attributes of the resource guide
and the overall effectiveness of, the proposed guided reading

program framework. The responses will be used to determine
the following:

•

That the resource guide provided valuable information,

techniques and ideas that were both practical and useable
in the development and implementation of the guided
. , reading program. ,
•

That the information contained in the resource guide

identifies and directs steps to incorporate guided,
reading into a balanced literacy program

and effectively

.outlines what a, teacher using the guided reading approach
. to literacy needs to know in order to support student
.

success.

•. That it provided valuable information and instructions , ,
about using systematic observation's to provide a ,

continually updated profile, of what children know and can ,
do, to find the, appropriate level of text for children to
read ,and to group students for reading.
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That the recommended assessment proGedureS;. provide a

systematic/ practical approaGh and yield reliable
information about the progress of children,that allows
the teacher to. ascertain ,the effeetiveness of the guided ■

reading program and inform teaching decisions.

That the assessment procedures (running records) used in

the guided reading program provide valid quantitative and

qualitative information to help , teacher's document

^

student's progress ,.in reading, identify strengths and
weaknesses and determine if students self-correct their

mistakes, cross.checks, and uses visuals as clues to the .
story line.

,
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chapter Four
Conclusion

. In the process of reviewing books and journal articles
on the topic of early literacy learning and gathering
materials about the guided reading component, it became

clear that although there are numerous books and journal
articles that mentioned guided reading, there:was a,lack of,
available resources which fully explored the essential

corCiponents of guided reading or addressed the questions
teachers most often ask about its practical application in

the classroom. As an advocate of the guided reading approach

to helping students build an effective independent reading
process, I became increasingly aware of the need for a

comprehensive and in-depth source,of informatibn on the
development, implementation and monitoring of the guided
reading!approach. This resource guide, would make the process

readily available to support classroom teachers and have
many important benefits in helping children learn to read. I
became convinced that the development of a resource guide

would provide the best help available for teachers

interested in using guided reading to enrich and extend the
process of literacy education.

The resource guide was intended as, a practical, tool to

provide the raw materials,, demonstrations, explanations,
materials, and specific guidelines for establishing, and
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managing all .aspects of guided reading within the context of
a balanced .literacy program. This would include, selecting
and introducing texts, teaching for strategies, obserying
indi-viduai reading behaviors, assessing .children's, learning,

dynamic grouping of students as well as organizing and
managing the process of guided reading. Because of the

layers of .practical and theoretical details, in the ,
construction of the resource guide, the most important
variable in evaluating its benefits.and limitations was:

.involving teachers in action research and facilitating the
practical application of the, guided reading.techniques and
processes in the classroom. The insightful dialogue and
feedback from colleagues who participated in the advisory

group and used the resource guide to lay out theiir guided
reading approach has been an invaluable,source of
information in evaluating the resource guide and it's

^ effectiveness in helping students become strategic users of
literacy, through guided reading.

.As with any new instructional approach, the teacher's

task in the initial, stages, of integrating; the instructional
processes of guided reading was:complex. Feedback from,

colleagues in the focus group confirmed the value of
comprehensive and detailed guidelines as a.highly effective
resource in laying the foundation for guided reading and as

an organizational tool for the classroott literacy .:
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enyironmeht;. The consensus among; participants was that the
resource guide was particularly useful -in providing a 

simple, well-organized:framework- for, organizing and

implementing a guided needing-approach, and making explicit
the conventions of guided reading. .Through their use in an
actual; classroom setting, they.could more easily see the

purpose of. these conventions in their literacy programs.
.

In addition to the formal evaluation process, the

advisory pdnel was.reconvened at. periodic intervals during
the study to. provide ah opportunity for them to address

specific concerns, -look at theresults of assessments of
Student progress;and to provide - feedback to improve the
instructional program presented in the guided reading .

resdurce. guide. This informal questioning and reflective

process was beneficial, in providing valuable information and
recommendations for further training that might be needed, .,

new materials to be .purchased and new instructional emphases
' ■

for the "future.

The intended.purpose of the guided reading resource

guide was to,improve teaching/learning. If it did not result

in improvements,. then its value in literacy learning would
be diminished.

Based upon responses from.participating colleagues in

periodic, group-discussions and survey data from respondents,
(see pages 62-6.5 for sample questions) the Guided Reading
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Resource Guide was considered to provide the most practical

procedures and the most complete source of information on
guided reading currently available for several reasons:
1. The resource guide provided a comprehensive framework of

the procedures for making systematic and detailed
observations - of student reading behaviors to assess progress

and influence teaching. Because the observations were
tailored to the individual, it enabled the teacher to

determine the strengths, needs and experiences of the

children they were teaching and work from the child's own
knowledge base and strengths,

2. The resource guide provided an explicit focus on guided

reading that presented an organized and well-designed
framework for its use. It carefully defined the procedures

for guided reading activities. It offered guidelines for
selecting and introducing new texts, including
recommendations for collections of books-leveled according

to their support and challenge. The resource guide furnished
■detailed information about managing the classroom to enable
the teacher to work in a focused, uninterrupted way with

small groups of students while other class members are
engaged in meaningful literacy activities which enable them
to manage their own learning without teacher assistance.
3. The resource guide provided research-based guidelines for

the dynamic or flexible grouping of students which provided
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ample assistance to teachers in grouping students by similar
reading.processes and text levels. It effectively
demonstrated techniques for making observations and

assessments and reforming guided reading groups based on
this ongoing evaluation process.■ Participants in the project
indicated that the process of dynamic, grouping presented in

the resource guide provided practical benefits, because, it
gave teachers an opportunity to approach reading instruction

systematically, and,make efficient use of timeland materials.
Following the guidelines presented,, they were able to, make

observations, and assess individual reading behaviors while
groups of children interacted with,materials independently.

This increased, instructional opportunities by freeing the
teacher to work with small groups and/or students.

4. The appendices, which included guided reading book lists,

sample lesson plans and assessment lorms were practical and
useful and provided participating teachers, with assurance
that all the necessary materials and resources were present,

organized,and accessible for: use during thelimplementation
of the guided reading program.
5. The guidelines for assessing and documenting children's
reading behavior, and progress were cbnsidered to be an

informative tool in providing consistent patterns of
progress. They aided teachers in assessing reading levels,

matching children with appropriate texts, analyzing: reading
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behaviors for evidence of the use of independent reading

strategies and informing teaching decisions. The combined
use of anecdotal and running records provided teachers with
the best chance to collect valid and reliable information.

Authentic assessment techniques were essential elements

in determining the effectiveness of the guided reading

strategies presented. It assisted.teachers in making
determinations regarding the grouping and regrouping of
students, informing teaching decisions and ensuring that

Students would be provided with texts that offer sufficient

challenge and-support.

Much of the guided reading program's

evaluation process relied on behavioral evidence collected
by the study group over time through, continual observations
and assessments Of. students. The resource guide provided.

teachers with.the means to systematically take running

records, ideally, at suggested ,4-6 week intervals, to build
a pattern of evidence, from which they could, make fairly
reliable assessments of. the guided reading program's

success. This included a complete and thorough.review of

running recbrds, including instructions for coding, scoring
and analyzing, the'results.and running record sheets. The use
of running records effectively ..incorporated both qualitative
and quantitative, analysis of the guided reading, program..

This data.was aggregated to assess the overall effects, of
the program.
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i

running records, participating teachers

were able .to, systematicallY gather observation data over
time,'to (document the progress of individuai children,, i,

provide, information,to guide daily ■teaching and assess the ■
e,ffectiveness, of the guided, reading program.

:

I also provided te-achers with information and
procedures for.making observations .and self-assessments

which enabled them to determine if the appropriate teaching
procedures,were in place, (if they illustrated the reading

process and helped their Children build self-extending
systeftis. , it enabled them to determine whether the lessons

were well-managed, the texts were appropriate for the,
strategies that children were demonstrating and at the

appropriate level,for the group.^ These assessment procedures
enabled them to determine if the.student's attention was

engaged in strategic word solving and talking that furthered
their understanding of .the meaning of the,story.
Limitations and Suggestions for Improvements

Although the resource,guide was highly effective in

providing a reliable, comprehensive and systematic approach
to guided reading, it has its limitations due to the fact
that children's responses, rather than a prescriptive model

directs the t.eaching. Guided reading is not a static
concept; the materials, teacher decisions and interactive

framework will change, as children improve in skills.
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knowledge and become more independent readers. Because there
are, many , adjustments and v;ariations related .to the age and
level of children that could not be addressed within the

scope of theguided reading resource guide, I strongly
recommend continually looking:at the combined results of
formal,andMnformal assessment of student progress in a way .
that identifies and,,directs steps to meet the needs of
students who do not achieve despite quality classroom

instruction and leads ,to improved teaching and professional

development. Although the idea of, this resource guide was to
help teachers integrate current guided reading strategies
:into their early literacy education programs, research is

continually underway to explore new educational theories,. ..
refine approaches to.early literacy learning and adapt new
teaching strategies,. therefore, this guide must serve as a

foundation for guided reading, rather than the ultimate

answer. Revisions of the resource guide to.refine the

procedures of this .approach to guided reading, would improve.
its long-term viability.
Format of the Guided Reading Resource Guide

The resource, guide was a composite of extensive
research of numerous ..sources of literature, educational

journals and field-based research projects ..on teaching
practices and the theoretical.foundations of the. guided
reading component of a balanced literacy program. My years
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of experience as a primary teacher , and an advocate of the
guided reading approach were, also integrated into the
resource, guide.
The format used in the construction of the. Guided

Reading Resource Guide was intended to fulfill my primary

objective, . which was to provide the.means through which, : ,
teachers can. use all, these information sources in an

integrated way and have all necessary materials, resources
and instructions present,, organized and accessible■for use ,

in laying out their guided reading approach. Deyeloping.a

.

guide that was comprehensive: arid practical was essential in
providing the best help available for supporting classroom

teachers .as they work towards making guided reading an

important component, of : a balanced literacy prdgram. The
critical factor in,making - this,a reality was to integrate

the disparate,: literacy learning theories, piecemeal,

approaches and successful guided reading strategies into one

comprehensive source of.Information. This approach would be.
efficient In providing teacher's with the support,
direction, demonstration and ,encourageraent. ;necessary to

achieve the prdgression towards making guided reading an: '

important element in a comprehensive primary literacy
education program.

The resource guide was constructed ,to give teachers a

practical tool for systematically integrating guided reading
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into existing literacy education programs used in the

classroom. This was accomplished by providing teaciiers with
the specific procedures of guided reading: selecting and
introducing texts, using a leveled set of books, teaching
'for strategies, forming reading groups and supportihg
reading. It provided techniques for making observations of,
student readirig .behaviors, assessing children.'s . learning and
using assessments as, a tool fbr making.instructional

decisions. It was designed to make the process of guided
reading manageable by providing lesson plans,- sample
materials and practical ideas for organizing the classroom

literacy environment and managing the process of guided

reading. The selection: of appropriate texts is. an essential
element of guided reading and the resource guide addresses

this critical element by including appendices which provided
leveled book lists, icons and sample records:to use to.

manage guided reading'.
Many features of this resource guide were aimed at

helping teachers continue, -their learning- about instructional,
approaches and practices in creating a balanced literacy
program based on guided reading. The .resource, guide was

designed to enable them to use this information efficiently
and easily, helping them understand the changing reading,

process of individual children and providing them with the
practical means to reach all of their students.
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■

SAMPLE QUESTIONS:
PART A: INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACH TO GUIDED READING:

1. Did the, guided reading approach presented in the.resource

guide respond to the children's learning needs and help them
develop effective independent reading strategies and a
self-extending reading system?
NO.:

YES''

'

Comments:

,

2. Did the resource guide define and summarize the.teacher's

actions before, during and after the reading and adequately
,cover all of the essential.components of the guided reading

process including the selection and introduction.of

appropriate texts, making "observations of student reading
behaviors and looking for evidence that reading strategies
are. being used, interacting with students during the

reading, using prompts to support students' use of varied
information;sources and strategies, and engaging students in

discussing problem solving and extending the story through
activities such as drama/writing and evaluation/assessment
techniques? YES_
COMMENTS:

NO
^
.
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3.Did the material explicitly demonstrate how to effectively

guide the process of guided reading through powerful
examples that illustrate critical processes?
4?Did the resource guide provide information and

procedures to enahle you to group and regroup students in a
dynamic process that involves ongoing observation and
assessment?

YES

NO

COMMENTS:

4. Were you provided useful.guidelines to assist you in
using powerful examples, prompts and demonstrations.in

teaching to support readers', developing strategies such as
self-mohitoring, searching for cues, discovering new things
about the text and solving new words using multiple sources
of information?
COMMENTS

■

YES
■

.

'

NO
. ' ■

'

'

'

. . .

PART B: GUIDED READING TEACHING STRATEGIES

1. Did the resource guide provide strategies for introducing
-texts which incorporated the necessary characteristics for

successful first reading including:
a. Setting, the .title, author, characters and theme?
YES

NO
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b. Relating to childrens own:experiences? YES,
NO :

c. Reinforcing the language pattern and encouraging children
to examine text/pictures for information? YES
NO

d. Leaving opportunity for problem solving and encouraging
constructive activity, prompting children to think about,
meaning, interpretation and making predictions about the
story?

YES

"■

NO

e. Passing control to the readers? YES

.

NO

2. Did the resource guide provide lesson plans and sample
materials that were thorough, well organized and assembled
for efficient:use in the classroom?

YES

NO

COMMENTS:

'

PART C: GUIDED,READING ASSESSMENT PROCEDURES ,

I. Did the resource guide provide practical,procedures for
the use and administration:of assessment techniques that

enabled you to measure student progress in such .areas as,
letter identi-fication, .word test, concepts about print

(CAP) , writing vocabulary, and hearing and recording:sounds
in words?
YES

NO

.

COMMENTS;:

-
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' ■ ' ' ' ''' "

2. Did the resource guide provide useful running record

forms and techniques for coding, scoring and analyzing the
student's precise reading behaviors?
3. Did the resource guide provide adequate resources and
information to assist you in using qualitative analysis

techniques to assess behavioral evidence in students of the
use of strategies such as cross-checking information and

searching for cues, including meaning, structure and visual
information in an integrated way while reading for meaning?
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APPENDIX: A RESOURCE GUIDE FOR GUIDED READING
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APPENDIX:

A Resource Guide for Guided Reading

Preface

Guided reading strategy is a relatively new approach to'
reading instruGtion in the United States. The theory ..

originated in New Zealand and is becoming widely used in
primary:classrooms across the country. Guided reading.
provides all students with a successful reading.experience
with proper supports and challenges. Guided reading requires
students to be closely matched to the,text that they are

reading. A clearer understanding;may be found in the
definitions of these New Zealand researchers.

In guided reading: there is a careful match of text and
children to ensure, that each child in the group

(usually, six to eight children) is able to enjoy and
control ,the story throughout the first reading. This

means that groups are relatively homogeneous. Although
the children in any.one group will reflect a range of
competencies, experiences and interests .they will be ,
working.together at.that particular time because
the material offeirs each child a manageable amount of
. .challenge. (Mooney, 1990, .p.45)

. Children, who have reached' similar stages in,reading

.development work closely with, the teacher in a small)
group of no more, than eight'. Each child is in, the role
, of the reader with his or her,own copy of the selected
. book.,. The book will have been chosen to be supportive,,

predictable, and closely matched,to the children'si
abilities, needs and interests. (Teacher's Resource:

6.7

. Guided and independent Reading, 1989, p. 4^5)

. Guided reading.provides an opportunity for readers to,
utilize, develop and further, reading strategies by

i^?orking at: the edge of their development. The teacher
guides a group of readers with similar abilities to a
successful experience with the text. (Batzle, 19.94, p.

, 18.)

V- ■ k ■

Guided,reading is an approach that.enables a teacher

.

and a small group.of children to think about, talk
. about, and read a book together for a. specific purpose.
.The teacher guides the group in reading through a story
. that the children will later read independently.

(Guided Reading:. A Practical Approach for Teachers.,

. ■ 1995, p.:

■;

'.y ' ^

Guided reading is a. small group teacher-led activity in
which novice readers attempt independent reading..
(Turbil, Butler, et al., 1991, p. 59)

A Guide- to Guided Reading is a compilation of ideas
from different theorists and publishers. It is designed to

be a quick reference for teachers who are beginning a guided
reading program. Each section contains information for three
different reading: levels enabling teachers.to easily locate .

ideas for a particular student. Assessment tools and
teaching aids are located within each section to. assist
teachers in assigning reading levels, assessing progress and

organizing group discussion. I hope that this guide is a

helpful reference and makes guided reading an enjoyable and
successful experience: in your classroom.

6.8

BEFORE STARTING GUIDED I^ADING YOUR STUDENTS SHOULD:

Participate actively in shared reading ,
Ask to read by themselves

. Read back their own stories^^^

,• n

Identify most letters of the alphabet
Be involved in shared writing by providing correct
■ letters

Recog'nize high freguency words
Can accurately reread,previously read books . .
Choose to,'read on their own

Ask what things say

Make correct,or plausible predictions in shared reading ,
Use the.following assessments to evaluate what exists

in your classroom both .physically and structurally. This
will give, you an idea of where you need to build structure
for, classroom management and what, materials you will need to
obtain to begin guided reading in your classroom.
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

1. Do you use a wide range of literature and a variety of

reading materials (maps, encyclopedias, brochures)?
2. Do you have between 300 and 1,500 books in your classroom
library?

3. Do you give your students daily independent reading time?
4. Do you use mini-lessons to teach literary elements,

writer's techniques, vocabulary, and skills and strategies

for reading comprehension?
5. Do you use teacher-student conferences for both reading

and writing?
6. Do you have technology that supports students as both
readers and writers?■

7. Do you plan and carry out systematic skill instructions?
. Do you read aloud to your students on a daily basis?
9. Do the skills and strategies that you teach stem from the

students' reading and writing?

id. Do you have a balanced reading program?
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GUIDED READING SELF-ASSESSMENT

Teacher

Date

Grade Level: K

1st Grade

Assessment:General

2nd Grade

3rd Grade_

or 1 lesson (length of time)

•Directions: Mark the characteristics within each category

which most clearly describes your teaching at this time.

MATERIALS: My goal is to have all necessary materials
present, organized, and accessible for use during the
lesson-particularly the leveled set of books, multiple
copies.
My books and other materials are at a beginning
point in terms of organizations.

I have enough books to practice my teaching but I
' have not constructed a leveled set yet; I have other

materials but they are not yet organized in the guided
reading .area.

I have a leveled set of books that I am piloting; "
have all other materials-easel, white board, paper,
markers, etc.-ready for use.

A leveled, well organized and tested collection of
books exists and is ready for use; I have an area for
guided reading with an easel, white board, paper,
markers, and other materials.
^
CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT: My goal is to engage all children in
independent activities that are related to reading and
writing so that I can work without interruption with small
groups for 60-90 minutes.

I have not yet. established a work board and centers
for use during reading time; many children need a great
deal of attention in order to work independently.

I have established centers but I am just beginning
to teach children to use' them; it is difficult to work

with a small group; I do not have a workboard.

I have established many centers; children can work
in them independently. I have not yet organized a guided
reading time with a work board.

My classroom is well-managed with a workboard and a
variety of approrpiate activities in centers; almost
all children work independently so that I can work
without interruption with a small group.
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GROUPINGS: My goal is to form small groups of children
who are similar in their development of strategies and
in the level of text they can read and to regroup these
children through ongoing assessment.

I am just beginning to group children and I am not
sure what measures to use; usually I teach the whole

group; I do not know how to use running records.
I have formed and met with some groups in guided

reading and am beginning to observe them more closely. I
know how to take running records but not how to use them
for grouping and regrouping.
I have established several groups for reading. I
take regular running records and try to interpret
results. I have not yet worked through grouping and

regrouping. I need more work in analyzing running
records.

My groups are formed on the basis of systematic
observation using running records; groups are formed so
that, individuals can use strategies effectively; groups
are reformed based on assessment.

LESSON MANAGEMENT: My goal is to manage the lesson well with
children demonstrating that they know the routines and all

teaching procedures in place, in the appropriate order.
I have not yet implemented any of the steps in
guided reading.

I have begun to introduce stories to children and
ask them to read it.

I can introduce new books and have children read

them but have difficulty in managing the lessons.

My lesson is smoothly managed and includes
introduction, reading.of the whole text by all children,

and teaching after the first reading.
TEXT SELECTION: My goal is to select a text that is
appropriate for the stategies that children are
demonstrating and at the appropriate level for the group.

I am just beginning to understand how to select a
text that is right for the group.

I have difficulty selecting a text; often it is too
easy or too hard.
I can select a text that fits most of the group in
terms of level but have difficulty relating the text to
strategies children need.
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I can select texts that are at an appropriate level
for most of the group and that support their development
of strategies.
INTRODUCTION:My goal is to provide access for children to
the meaning, language and print of the story, to support
strategic reading and to leave work that will build the
self-extending system.
Introducing texts is difficult; I can introduce
words but do not understand how to use the introduction

to help children use strategies.

I introduce texts but find it difficult to decide
what features to attend to in order to support
.strategies-..- .. .: .,. ■
.

I introduce texts in a way that provides children
with control to read it but I have difficulty deciding
how to lead strategic problem solving.'

My introduction provides children with access but
leaves work to do; the introduction supports strategies
and places the text within children's control.
TEACHING DECISIONS DURING FIRST READING AND AFTERWARDS: My

goal is to select powerful teaching points that illustrate
the reading process,and help children learn to solve words
while maintaining a focus on meaning.

I am not sure how to make teaching decisions and I
am concerned that my teaching points do not connect with
what, children know; .1. am,not..observing a shift in
learning.

I am making some good teaching points and am
observing shifts but my teaching is uneven. I need to
work on decision making and on using running records.

I am generally pleased with my observation during
reading but need to work on timing and quick decision
making; I am observing progress; sometimes my
intervention interferes with reading.

My decisions are well-timed and powerful in
illustrating processes and allowing children to use what
they know; my teaching points do not interfere with
reading; children show evidence of strategic word
solving.
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CHILDREN'S TALK: My goal is to engage children in talking
about the meaning of the story and about the print.
Children either do not talk about the story or

engage in talk completely seperate from the story.
^
Children do talk, about the. story..but not in a way
that furthers their understanding; talk is distracting
and random at times.

I can engage children in talk about the story; some
talk furthers their understanding of the meaning; I would
like to sharpen discussion to support strategic reading.

I am able to engage children in talk that furthers
their understanding of the meaning of the story and
assist them in solving words.

ENGAGEMENT: My goal is to engage children's attention

throughout the lesson.
I am constantly interrupted because my internal
management plan isn't working; during guided reading,
children's attention is inconsistent.

I can work with a group with a few interruptions but
have difficulty engaging all of the children in the group
and focusing their attention on the text.

In general, I can teach a group with very few
interruptions; children in the group are attentive, but
attention is uneven across the group from day to day.
PACE: My goal is to lead a fast-paced lesson with children
who read fluently and are excited about the new story;
another goal is to use all components of guided reading
within a 10 to 30 minute period.

My lessons seem to "bog down; I either have
difficulty finishing all components of guided reading or
the lessons take too long.

I am able to use all or most of the components of
guided reading but the lesson is slow-paced and I often
run out of time in the morning.

I can include all elements-introductions, first
reading, and teaching-in the lesson but I would like it
to be more fast-paced and exciting for the children.

My guided reading lesson is fast-paced and includes
all components-children read fluently and I stay within
the time constraints to, support my overall classroom
management program.
COMMENTS:
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HOW "READY IS READY"

BEFORE PLACING A CHILD IN GUIDED READING?

Read the.following descriptions of four children. Discuss

each child's readiness for guided reading instruction with a
partner and make the rubric accordingly. Why did you make
the decision you, made?

:

CHILD #1:

• . Not always attentive during: shared reading
Rarely chooses books during center time ,
•
Draws pictures about, single concepts, not full stories
• . Goes from back to front when looking through, books
Loves to. sing songs and memorizes,poems
Does not accurately, predict from pictures
•
Does not recognize the letters in his name

X NOT READY YET .

MARGIN CALL

. READY

CHILD #.2r

Loves Shared Reading .,
Scribble writes and tells a story ,from it
Retells stories using pictures
Reads books from front to back

Can.name a few letters and associates sounds with them
Knows a word in some stories but not in other stories

Does not have one-to-one; correspondence
Does not return sweep
: ■

NOT READY YET .

X MARGIN GAT.T,
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.

READY

CHILD #3:

Conducts Shared Reading during center time
Reads the title before starting to read
Reads the text while the teacher is doing a picture walk
Writes creative stories and re-reads them accurately
'Independently seeks out a variety of books
Discusses books with friends
Points out who authored the book

■NOT READY

YET

■

_MARGIN ,CALL

X READY

CHILD #4:

•
•

Has left to right direction but not return sweep
Writes random letters in journal that don't correspond to

•
•

Copies words from environment print
Very attentive in mini language lessons but does not
volunteer responses
Enjoys stories

the words as he reads it back

•

NOT READY YET

X MARGIN CALL
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Section 1

READING
LEVELS
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■

Guided reading includes three different reading levels,

emergent, early and fluent. Any child at any grade■level can
be at any level. For instance, a kindergartner could be an
early reader while a sixth grader might be an emergent

/

reader.. Guided reading devels allow you to teach at the

child,'s level rather than at the grade , level.

EMERGENT READERS

An emergent reader is: making.a start in literacy; learning
basic concepts . .about books, print, sounds, letters, and

writing; revisiting books over and dver again; looking at
pictures, reviewing words and studying constant information;
reading independent books that are short, simple, and .

carefully illustrated; beginning to develop fundamental
understanding and .skills and are highly dependent upon
pictures to read accurately.

EARLY READERS

An early reader is: able to read and write simple stories
and simple information books; able to pay attention to text

more than pictures; can integrate their background knowledge
of the topic; sentence structures, and graphophonic
relationships; can monitor their own reading and self
correct most, errors; know that reading and writing are,

meaning making tasks that invite problem solving strategies.

FLUENT REAPERg

A fluent,reader can: integrate context, structure, visual

clues and self monitor by searching for clues to meaning,

predict what might happen, check for meaning, self correct
when meaning is lost and.cross check to confirm meaning;

make sense of and compose texts that are longer and more
complex; read several genres of texts including simple
informational text; can orchestrate all, the clues available

to them through the context, the language structure,:the
letter-sound patterns and relationships, as well as the

pictures or visuals, to make sense of and comprehend the
author,'s intended meaning; Self correct flexibly and

efficiently; uses a'repertoire of strategies before, during,
and after reading; figure out challenging words; relate key

points in a way that makes sense; activate prior knowledge ,
and generate predictions about a text; record, order and
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manipulate understanding; shift the responsibility for
reading to learn from teachers to students; practice and
apply tactics that develop independence; accept more and
more responsibility for making meaning; engage in
investigative thinking; relate new information to familiar
and monitor their own meaning making.
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READING DESCRIPTORS

Early Reader

• Uses a variety of strategies including letter-sound

relationships, illustrations, predictions and knowledge
of word and sentence structure

• Recognizes most high' frequency words in various texts^
• Expects stories to make sense

• Is beginning to read for meaning

• May temporarily read in a self-conscious word by word
fashion when reading unfamiliar texts

• Pauses and hesitates as if looking ahead and thinking
about what the words might be

• Self-corrects when meaning is lost

• Listens to a variety of reading selections
• Is developing, an appreciation for responding to
literature

Fluent Reader

Shows interest in a variety of texts at various levels
of difficulty

Has a large sight vocabulary

..

Develops strategies to deal with challenging laaterial
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Uses knowledge of word and sentence structure

Uses text, pictures and diagrams as needed
Checks and monitors own reading to make sense of text
•

Moves to , silent reading as. fluency develops

•

Can exhibit comprehension by retelling the text and
relating the key points in a way that makes sense,.

•

Develops, personal taste in selecting books to read for
interest or pleasure, such as simple chapter books,

. . : trade books, and library books

•.

Demonstrates the ability to read confidently and

comprehends appropriate ;grade level material
Proficient Reader

•

Is. self motivated, confident and explores, interests

through a. variety of reading resources
. Has a well developed and extensive reading vocabulary

Adjusts reading strategies ,for different texts/purposes
Reads familiar texts fluently and expressively

. Shows persistence when dealihg with, challenging text
Uses plot, setting, character, and mood tO enhance
.

understanding, of .literature, selection

,.Uses„.table of contents., indices, catalogs, . and.

.

, ■classification systems confidently

Reads to learn from ..a wide range of sources covering ;

. prose .(fiction/nOn'-fiction) , poetry, drairia, and content
and- material

. '

-i
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■

WRITING DESCRIPTORS

The Early Writer

•

Is beginning to use appropriate beginning and ending
sounds in writing words

•

Is beginning to use some punctuation and grammar when
writing sentences

•

Writes, simple meaningful sentences and has an awareness
of se.ntence structure ' and sequence

•

Is beginning .to transition to conventional spelling and
is starting to spell some high frequency words

•

Depends, on teaCher/group support for writing ideas

•

Is beginning to write simple stories that include a
beginning, middle and end. -

•

, .

Uses book models and patterns,to assist with writing

Shows interest in discussing written work,and begins to
use suggestions to,improve writing

The Fluent Writer

•

Demonstrates knowledge about a given subject and is able

to write freely/ creatively, and independently
•

Makes use of a variety of pre-writing strategies such.as
. frames, patterns,, webs or story maps

•

Writes for a variety of purpioses and audiences

•

Uses both temporary and conventional spelling
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•

Writes stories of one or more well-developed paragraphs
using correct grammar and punctuation

•

Is beginning td"use:humor, emotion, and exaggeration to
engage the reader

•

: ,

.

Initiates self^editing/revising

The Proficient Writer

.•

Writes in different forms for different purposes and
audiences

• ,Prdduces written work with correct spelling, acceptable
grammar and appropriate punctuation

•

Spells a core of common words proficiently ,

•

Utilizes:drafting and perseveres in revising to improve
quality of writing

•

Uses a dictionary and a.thesaurus to improve the quality
of,writing

•

Includes a variety of details and uses descriptive word
choices to .vividly describe the topic

• , Exhibits a clarity of thinking in writing.
•

■

.

Uses a distinctive, colorful, and fresh style to engage
the reader
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PERFORMANCE DESCRIPTORS

MARKING KEY

Outstanding
•

Produces,thorough and accurate work of outstanding
quality :

•

■

Demonstrates an extensive understanding and knowledge of
subject area
Consistently •displays initiative and driginality , in work

•

Analyzes and applies knowledge and , information aboveland
beyond the expected standard in class activities

•

Can use a wide range and variety of books, tools and
materials'■■ ■

Good ■ . ■

•

Produces consistent, accurate work of;good quality .

•

Demonstrates a' good understanding and knowledge of the
subject area- ;

•

Frequently displays, initiative and originality in work

•

Participates above and beyond the expected standard
in-class activities

•

Draws information from a variety of sources
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,

Satisfactory

•

Generally produces work of average quality

•

Demonstrates an average understanding, and .knowledge of
the subject area

.. .

• Displays required initiative and originality,in Wdrk

• ■ Participates at the expected 'standard in class activities
• is developing, independence but requires some teacher

.

guidance

Needs ImprovornQnt

•

Needs more time and practice

• .Requires teacher..guidance and, support in completing tasks

• Dispiays limited interest in achieving the expected
standards in class activities

.

• Frequently requires teacher . assistance in accessing
materials

Unsatisfactory

•

Work is of poor quality and rarely completed

•

Is indifferent to class activities and more often than

not refuses to participate

.

Section 2:

CHOOSING BOOKS
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CHOOSING BOOKS

Choosing materials for guided reading can be

challenging for teachers. It may take some time at the

beginning of the year to assess the level of each child,
group similar readers together, and gather materials that
provide 90% accuracy for the group. Be patient through this
process because once this is accomplished, you can simply
provide students with the next level of materials as they
exceed 90% accuracy. Moving students to the next level

individually as they exceed 90% accuracy is called flexible
grouping. This is different from traditional reading groups
because students don't need to wait for the entire group to
make progress.

Early Level

•

Books should have longer sentences that are more like
written language than natural language

•

Text is less dependent upon the repetition of language
patterns and vocabulary

•

Pictures may enhance the story and contribute to overall

meaning, but do not consistently match the words in the
text as before
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•

Need increasing experiences with,a variety of genre

•

Children should have a high level of success and be

sufficiently challenged
•

Text is Interesting and appealing

•

Text provides needed practice

•

Text is less predictable ,

•

Text should include multipile sentences and, return sweep

•

Text may have more than one type of punctuation

Emergent Level
•

Text should have a highly predictable language pattern

•

Need books that have a reliable match between the

illustrations and the text, with stories that tell about

familiar experiences
•

Stories should have pictures

•

Stories should ensure a high level of success for each
child while also allowing then to be sufficiently^
challenged

•

Stories should be interesting and appealing

.

•

Features of text should:provide needed practice

•

90% accuracy at child's instruGtional level to ensure

v

high likelihood of success

•

Texts should have one single line

•

Texts should have large print in the same location on
every page

,
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Fluent Level

•

90% aGcuracy of child's instructional level to ensure a
high likelihood of success.

•

Needs texts.that continue to move students into

independence, as well as provide experiences with a
diverse range.and variety.of material.
•

Use different texts to help students utilize,all of the

strategies they now possess.'
•

Books should encourage^the development of reading

interests, such as books by a favorite author or books
about a particular interest.
Includes complex sentences.
Print.is found in. various locations on the page.
Includes more pages.

Illustrations do not contribute to. the meaning.

May include speech bubbles..
May not include pictures.

The. following assessment provides questions to ask

yourself in the process of'selecting books for. a variety of

uses as well as ideas for evaluat.ing the difficulty level of
and organizing your literature .
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

1. TYPES OF LITERATURE

•

About how many books are in your classroom?

•

Is there a range of literature types?: ,

•

fiction
poetry ;
,
wall charts
nonfictioh
songs
student-made books
Are books available in a variety..of formats?

big bookS:,

charts

video

sourcebooks

audio

CD-ROM

little/books

• Are there several copies of some of the books?
• Are there several copies of different books written by
the same author?
2. ORGANIZING FOR LITERATURE INSTRUCTION

Does the classroom collection represent a variety of
accessible-texts?

Are books available on a ra;nge of difficulty levels with
a variety of, challenges?

What types of controlled texts are used?/
phonetically controlled,
high-frequency vocabulary controlled

.repetitive structure and pattern/predictable
■ bexts
:
/■ . ■ ■ - ^ ■/■ ■ /. ■;
combination of contrDlled elements

Is a wide variety of trade, books available?

Are books available for ,a.range of interests?
Do students get an opportunity to reread stories?
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Is there a library in the school and classroom? Can books
be checked out every day?

• Do children get to make their own books for inclusion in
the classroom or school library?

3. BALANCED LITERACY INSTRUCTION

•

Are different literature selections provided in the
instructional plan?

•

Are books read aloud every day?

•

Is shared reading part of the classroom program?

• Is guided reading used with flexible grouping based on
children's needs?

•

Do opportunities exist for independent reading for
children of all abilities?

Is technology incorporated into the literacy instruction?
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TRY THIS

1. Select a nvimber of books from the classroom and group

them a,ccording to easy, medium and difficult levels.

The challenges- that a range of books offers beginning
readers are a helpful way to think about selecting

'

literature for use with.children. By thinking about
beginning readers, you can develop a scale that reflects the
challenges of. books in the primary, grades to help you. choose
-literature for individuals, small groups, and the whole
class. ■

•



One. factor to consider is how,similar, the language in the
book is to the natural, oral language, of children. The

closer the language in.i the.book is/to what a child might

predict when .ddoking at the pictures, the easier and more
Supportive the story us like-ly to be.

•

Another issue is .the pictures .and how .much they help tell
the story.

•

Note also where the print is placed on the page as well

as how many lines of print there are pn .the page..
•

Look for how much of a repetivite pattern.the sentences
;have'.
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By looking at a group of;, books:, you .will .easily be able to, ,
sort them, into easy, medium and diffi.cult challenges for

each of the primary grades. Teacher judgement about books,
based on early literacy issues, especially if a group of
educators, work together on this task, is a .very reliable way
to make decisions about using.literature.

2. Choose a couple of books that could be used for shared,

guided and independent reading by different children.

After considering the chalenges of texts and.:establishing
some gradient of difficulty .for a .range of books, try

selecting a couple of books that can be used for different

types of reading. The same book might be used for shared
reading with a particular group, be helpful for guided
reading with another group, and be read independently by
other children.. Books do not fit into just one category/

they are.useful for different purposes based on the needs of
children in the classroom.
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Section 3:

SKILLS
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-Each level of guided r;e,adingf is characterized by ,

specific:skills.or abilities. The following list of skills
for each level is designed, to help,teachers determine each
students reading level.

Emergent Skills

•

Enjoys listening tO; books

• .

Ghooses ;to read

. Recognizes that print carries ..a message
Knows directionality

• .Knows words are separated by spaces

• . Shows one-to-one correspondence .:
Identifies letters

Recognizes some high-frequency words .
Recognizes rhyme
•

-Memorizes sentences or retells stories

Comprehends reading
Makes predictions
Sequences

.
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Early Reader Skills In addition to emergent skills

■

Uses a variety of strategies as they,read

•

Reads simple unfamiliar text with 90% accuracy
Self corrects often

Uses prediction more accurately
Rereads for meaning

: .

Chooses to read more frequently

•

Chooses to read for different purposes

•

Uses pictures more for confirmation than support

Fluent Raader Skills Jn addition to emergent and early
skills

,

Confidently self corrects , ,

Sets their own purpose for reading
•

Compares different texts

Comprehends longer stories

.

Copes with less predictable texts
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EMERGENT READING CHECK

Name:

Age on entering School:
COMMENT

Enjoys listening to stories.
Chooses to read from various
resources '
■ - ■
Can sit for a^ time and read
a book.

Participates confidently
in shared writing.

Participates confidently in
Shared Reading.
Retells stories and rhymes.
Likes to write.

Understands that writers use

letter symbols to construct
meaning.
Can show the front cover of
the book.
Understands that from the

print comes the message.
Uses pictures as clues to
the story line.
Knows where to start

reading the text.
Knows which way to go,'
L-R and return.

Can point and match 1-1 as
teacher reads.

Checks 1-1 when reading
alone.
Can indicate a word.

Can indicate a letter,

Can indicate the space
between words.

Can recognize some
high-frequency words
both in and out of
context.

Can write some

high-frequency words
independently.
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DATE

EARLY READING CHECK

Age on

Name:

;

entering School
COMMENT

Enjoys listening to longer
stories.

Chooses to read independently.
Chooses to explore unfamiliar
resources.

Beginning to take initiative for
responding creatively to books.

Is confident to share feelings
about books.

Developing ability to retell
longer stories in sequence.
Developing ability to recall
facts from informational books

Writes with confidence and
enthusiasm.

Participates confidently in
Shared Writing.

Participates confidently in
Shared Reading
Developing ability to identify

approximations in personal
writing.

Takes responsibility for,
selecting words for personal

spelling tests.

..

Less reliant on illustrations

as a clue to make meaning.

Beginning to crOss-check a
number of meaning-making
strategies when reading i.e.
Expects to get meaning from text.
Developing increased knowledge
of conventions of print.
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DATE

FLUENT READING CHECK

■ . . ^Age ■■on'
Name:

COMMENT

•

Enjoys listening; to. longer.

, : stories.

•

Chooses to read independently.,.

* . Chooses to explore unfamiliar
resources.

• .Beginning to take initiative for
responding creatively to books..
*

Is confident to share feelings
. about , books..

•

Developing ability, to retell
longer stories, in sequence.
.
Developing.ability to recall
facts from informational books. .

• .Writes.with confidence and
enthusiasm.

•

Participates confidently in,

.

.Shared Writing.

•

PartieipateS: confidently in
Shared Writing

•

•

Developing ability to identify
approximations in personal
writing.:
V
. t . ■ • ■
Takes responsibility for 1
selecting words for.personal
spelling t.ests.

• - . Less reliant on illustrations

. •

. as a clue to make meaning
Beginning to cross-check a. .
number of meaning-making

strategies when reading i.e.
: -checks language predictions

by looking at letters
-rereads or returns to check

.

•

-brings own knowledge or oral
and written language to reading
-Checks .graphophonic .details as .
a means of confirming, predictions
Expects to get meaning frOm text.
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■

DATE

READING CHECK

Name;

Age:
Home Language

COMMENT

Expects to get meaningfrom text.

Stops when not, making sense.
Seeks assistance if unsure.

Enjoys listening to chapter stories,
Chooses to explore unfamiliar
resources

.

Borrows books regularly.

Reads a wide variety of books,

Reads for sustained periods of time,

Is confident to share feelings
about books.,

Comments on plot.

Recalls, sequence of events.
Rete1Is the story..
Identifies the main characters.

Comments on character traits.

Asks questions.
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DATE

Takes initiative for responding
creatively to books.
Is able to recall information
from informational books.

Makes notes and diagrams.
Uses other resources.

Reads home language as well
as English.
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CONTINUUM OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Name:

'

Grade: Three

Date entries.Note progress,any comments on child's samples,
DATE OF ENTRY

CHOOSES OWN TOPICS

MAKES LISTS, NOTES AND
JOTS DOWN IDEAS.
DEMONSTRATES TOPIC KNOWLEDGE
EXPLAINS IDEAS CAREFULLY.

MAINTAINS SEQUENCE.
ATTEMPTS VARIOUS WRITING FORMS
narrative

personal narrative
explaination
recount

report
letter

diary
instruction

captions
rhyme
others
VOCABULARY

uses effective adjectives

uses comparisons (metaphores,,. similies!
tries out new vocabulary
SPELLING

many close approximations
marks approximations for checking
more correct spelling than
approximations
,
uses correct word endings
SENTENCE STRUCTURE

partially correct sentences
complete grammatical sentences
maintenance of tense in short,

straighforward pieces
compound sentences (Two.

sentences linked by "and"
"but" "or")
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COMMENT

CONTINUUM OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Name:

^

■;

Grade: Three

Date entries. Note progress, any comments on child's
samples. ■ ;

DATE OF ENTRY

adventurous sentences which
relate ideas and.information

in complex ways but are not
always grammatically correct.
adventurous and grammatically
correct sentences,.

varied sentence beginnings; e.
As the bell rang, .they...
sentences that use phrases/lists
of words, etc. (Steven arrived
home covered in mud, wet, cold,
and ready for a hot shower.)
sentences that use alliteration,
onomatopoeia and other figures
of speech
sentences that use special effects
to build atmosphere. .
PUNCTUATION

awareness of periods, capitals
to signal sentences

competent use of periods,
capitals to signal sentences
awareness of commas, exclaimation
marks/ question marks
competent use of commas,
exclaimation and question marks
awareness of dialogue, quotation
marks

competent use of' dialogue, quotation
marks

starting to use paragraphs
using paragraphs
EDITING SKILLS

uses arrows, lines, insertions, etc.
crosses out and rewrites

tries out spelling.in several ways
■
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COMMENT

circles things to check
rereads -tQ see how it sounds
USING WORD PROCESSING SKILLS

finds the, appropriate letters,,

spaces, capitals, etc.
uses editing keys
deletions
corrections

insertions

spell check

manipulates the print on screen
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Section 4:
READING
STRATEGIES
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READING STRATEGIES

Children should be taught to .use a variety of

strategies in their daily reading. Running reGOrds will show
what strategies your, students are using and which ones they
are not. You can help your students to develop strategies by
modeling the strategies that you use, this may be difficult

because you need to make an, effort to point out things that

come naturally to you now. You may.also,monitor which
strategies your students use in your guided reading groups
by observation and questioning, .In this section you will

find some helpful suggestions for building strategies,with
your students., .

Emergent Level

•

"Picture Walk", with specific questions

'
.
Read story chorally:, if a word is unknown, practice the

strategies together; reread and stop for any teaching
.

points that arise
•

Retelling of a story,,

letter,sound recognition
language e.xper,ience
tracking

high frequency words, ,
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•

Prediction-encourage risk taking using the story context,
pictures, syntax of details, letters and sounds. Reward
all meaningful approximations.

•

Self Correction-promote confidence by using meaning,
syntax and letter detail.

Encourage students to listen to themselves read

and

develop an "ear for error" whereby they notice if a

word doesn't make sense.

When self correction does not occur, the teacher
should

~Interject at the end of a phrase or sentence
~Read back to the child what was read, asking
if it makes sense.

~Avoid doing the actual correction.

Word Attack Skills:

If a child is unable to figure out an unfamiliar
word, ask them to:

~Look for little words inside of big words
-Identify root words

-Locate prefixes or suffixes
-Use letter/sound knowledge
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~Skip the unknown word, read to the end of
the sentence and think about a word that
would make sense and "fit" it in the
sentence.

Gonventions of Punctuatipn-notice how punctuation guides ,
expression and model using expression with punctuation
using big books.

Conventions of Spelling- Model examples of spelling
strategies during reading:.

spelling as it sounds

spelling as it looks
Conventions ofprint layout- left to right and top to
bottom sequences.

Allow, students the opportunity,to orally relate what they
read to their own experiences.

Reading.Cues-what to do if students are not using them:
Graphaphonic cues:

~Pay attention to the beginning letter sound;
.. looking at the beginning, middle and end
parts that are added gradually.
~Show other words with same pattern
~Teach students to, ask, "Does that word sound

right?" when attempting new words.
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structure Cues:

~Use pattern books

~Suniitiarize story with sentence strips

Prediction and Context Cues:

~Use the "repeated reading process" where
students read the story over and over or
read in unison with a fluent reader.

~Give students opportunities to relate books
to their own experiences.
~Practice sequencing.

~Help students form questions they want
answered.

~Give students opportunities to write and
read their own writing.
~Get students to stop at the end of each
sentence and ask, "Did that make sense?"

~Model fluency and prediction with big books.
~Encourage students to skip unknown words and

ask what word would make sense after reading
the entire sentence.
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Teacher models what an expert reader looks like, shares
process by demonstrating strategies and skills while
reading with the- ■children., i

Teacher guides the.children through the process by

monitoring their fledgling attempts and by coaching the'
children,at the point of need*

Teacher provides, time, and opportunities for independent
reading.

Repeat cycle again and again, with each cycle,having
slightly more complex tasks from the previous one.

Combine the four teaching, learning approaches- modeling.
Sharing, guiding arid providing for independent practice.
These approaches called "the lite.racy backbone" are
effective .in ensuring ■independence, as the various stages
Of literacy,^ are iriet ,.

,1

Guided Reading::

.

Preparation of- tejct , . ■ - , '
■

Introduction

/

■ ' Settihg- a purpose-

.

■ ;i 'i:-

^

Students have control Of ;first reading

Questioning' • ;

,

' , . Discussion'- '. ■ , . . -'l

- Ill

l-i
■ . ,:

'

Browse and i^uestioning-stimulates curiosity, and generates

motivation for reading text.

V'

;

•

Encourage, students to become interactive readers who
monitor their own comprehension. .

,, Help students learn to make predictions and confirm or
reject as they read.
■ Set the scene: •

. :

.

■

Talk about, the cover using the illustrations to :

V encourage: predictions.

,

,

Encourage students to d„raw oh their own personal
experiences.. ■ ■

■

',

•,

.

" 

Read title and author and discuss, the genre.

Fluent Level

•

Set the scene before beginning any new book

Browse, and question
Introduce book by focusing on title,. cover and
■

illustrations. . ,

Discuss genre,

-

'

,

,,

,

,

Use open ended questions to stimulate discussion and

build anticipation.of the story line,or idea.
Predict what book .will, be about.

•

Ways to read with students:
Guided silent reading
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Each student reads a paragraph

.

Each student plays a-character and reads when dialogue
is given,
Students read in pairs.
Retelling;

,

An excellent way for students to monitor how much they
remember.

Discuss, setting, characters, problem, plot, solution,

personality connection.
Rereading.and reflection:

View as. a positive habit..

Improves recall of details.
Improved word recognition.
Connects, infers.and draws conclusions.

Making inferences-students use. what they.are aware of in

daily life and then, draw conclusions based on that
knowledge.
Questions that monitor;
: . Does this make sense?

.

Can I pronounce these... words?
How mu.ch do' I recall?

'Summarizing;

Organize, information from nonfiction text. .

Discuss main ideas after each chapter.
.Cdht.ext .clues
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•

KWL strategy throughout,reading of a story (K-what do we

: .already know, about a subject; W-what do we want to know
about that :subject? L-what have we learned about that
:

subject?)

•

Venn diagrams:.
;

,

: Compare .characters

.

. Compare books, by the same author..

Compare books of.different genre.
:

' .Compare themes.: .

•

Skim Text:.

;

Locate a portion of text to support, a prediction.
Look for key words, phrases, characters or bold face
headings.
•



Promote interaction between child and text

Investigate the.levels of meaning in narrative text

Provide a supportive environment where approximations
. continue to be encouraged.

•

Guide understanding through analyzing and synthesizing,
■ ■ text.

' '

Use the following pages to assess your use. of reading

.strategies as a teacher anid for ideas for .using strategies
with particular needs..
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

As a teacher, do I use these strategies when appropriate?

YES

1. Ask students to retell stories
read in class.

2. Provide prompts for retellings.
3. Provide visuals and graphic
devices.

4. Help students make real-life
connections.

5. Pair ESL learners and proficient
English speakers.
6. Incorporate pantomime and roleplaying.
7. Divide tasks between partners.
8. Model Think Alouds.

9. Provide hands-on learning.
10. Use technology.
11. Create peer partners.

12. Use a variety of groupings
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SOME

NO

ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

Creating a strategy-based literature ^ program Involves the
orchestration of many variable. To help you evaluate your
movement towards this objectlve, try'asking,, and answering
the following questions about your evolving program.:.
YES
MATERIALS

Do I have a suitable classroom,

library of children's' and young
adult trade books?

Do ,1 have access to multiple . .
copies ,of some trade titles for
group common readings?
Do I have a cooperative relationship
with the school library media
specialist, so that my students .and

I have regular access to the
collection?

Is there a quality: literature

anthology available to me for
Integrating skill instructions
with literature?

Am I ensuring that my studentshave access to books that represent
multiple genres, Involve classic and

.contemporary works,, represent the
diversity across the world community.,.^
and are authored by established and
rising authors? .
.
STRATEGIES

Am I teaching hlgh-utlllty
strategies?

Are the strategies linked
well to the books and reading
selections?

Am I Including strategies that are
appropriate for both fiction and
non-flctlon webs?
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SOME

NO

Does my instruction include compre
hension monitoring and fix-up ■
strategies?
INSTRUCTION

Am I using,verbal explanation,
modeling, guided practice, indepen
dent practice, instructional
„Sequence?.

^

'

Do I draw instructional examples
from the texts we are reading?

Are we applying strategies in
subsequent reading?
,
Do .we come back and review previous

ly taught strategies in new contexts?
Do.I seize the instructional

moment and teach mini-strategy
lessons?

Am I using analogies, metaphors, . ,
and concrete examples to help my
students grasp the strategies I am
teaching?
AMBIANCE

Are the students and myself enjoying
the literature we are, reading?

Does my strategy-based reading
program help the students develop
both the skill and the will to read?

Are my students feeling successful

and becoming more motivated to read
for learning and ehjoyment?
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Reading Strategy Checklist

Before/During/After
Strategies I use before I read:
I think about the title cover and topic.

I read the back vcover and the print on the inside of. the
book jac.ket.

I ask questions.
I predict.

I skim pictures, charts and graphs.
I read.headings and words in bold-faced type.
I think about what I already know about the topic. .
Strategies I use while reading;

I stop and check to see if I understood what I read-could I
retell it.

I make mental pictures.

I know the confusing parts, and I know how to read that part
slowly.

I know the unfamiliar .words and try to read on .and then
■reread. -; _

'

I write, down unfamiliar words.

I use the pictures, graphs and charts to help me understand
I stop and. try to. retell to see if I remember .
I read the captions under, and.above the charts, graphs,
photos, etc.; ; '
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.

^

■
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r think about what might happen,if the story continued.

I have mental pictures of characters, places, and ideas,

1/reread to find out details'.

I reread my favorite parts.

I,speak or draw or write about it.

I 'retell it.

I think about why I liked it.

Strategies I use after reading:

answer

I. ask questions and then read to see . if I can find the

I predict and then adjlast as _ I read. ,

STRATEGIES

(What You Want The Student To Do)
and

PROMPTS TO FOSTER STRATEGIC READING

(What The Teacher Says or Does)

STRATEGIES

PROMPTS TO FOSTER
STRATEGIC READING

Attending to Print

left to right, top to bottom

"Read it with your
finger."
"Were there enough words?'

matching one to one

scanning for known letters/words

"Did it match?"

Searching for Clues:
Meaning Clues:
"Does it make sense?"

"Try it again."

"Read it again, say blank and read to the end of the line,
Go back and try a word that makes sense."
"Look at the picture for a clue."
"Cover the word and ask the student to predict."
Structure Clues

"Does it sound right?"

"Try it again and think what would sound right,
"Is that the way we talk?" '
Visual Clues

"Does it look right?"
"It could be...but look at (first letter, last letter,

middle letter, etc.)" "Do you know another word like that?"
(rhymes,roots, etc.)
"What letters would you expect to see?"
"Get your mouth ready and say the first sound."
Teacher rereads- previous phrase or words
fluently
articulates the first sound.
Confirming
"Were you right?"
"How did you know what it was?"
"Why did you stop?"

"What did you notice?"
Self Correcting (reinforcing)

"I like the way you found out by yourself what was wrong."
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"Good, you found the tricky part."
"Good, you fixed it by yourself."
"Good thinking."
Self-Monitoring

Independence and Risk Taking
"What could you try?" ,
"It's nearly right, but .not quite."

"Can you find the.tricky part?"
"Try that■again."
Something's not quite, right,can you find it?"
-Provide WAIT time.
,
., .
-Role reversal-teacher makes.the error and student
corrects.

:■

-Use questions to direct the:student's thinking.
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READING WITH A STUDENT

(Adapted from Anne O'Brien)
If reading goes well:

PRAISE...when a child reads correctly.
PRAISE...when a child corrects a mistake.

Praise...when a child gets a word correct after you have
prompted him.
If there is difficulty with reading:

WAIT, give the student time to solve the problem.
If the mistake doesn't make sense...

Prompt him with clues about the MEANING of the story:
"You said,does that make sense?"
"What would make sense?"

If the mistake does make sense...

Prompt him with clues about LETTERS and SOUNDS in the
word:' '

"Does it look like
?"
"What should be at the beginning of

?...at the end?

If the child says nothing....

Ask the child to go back to the BEGINNING OF SENTENCE AND
GIVE IT A TRY.

If the word is not corrected after 2 prompts....

Say, "The word is_
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

The answers to these questions will provide meaningful
information to use in assessing reading progress.

1. To what degree are children able to read independently
(without prior rehearsal) "benchmark" books at the middle
and end of- the year? Accuracy,; the: percentage, of words read

correctly, should be above 90 percent. Minimum reading rate,
a measure of fluency, should be 60 words per minute for
first grade and 70 for second.
2. How successful are children when words in a story are

framed or when given a graded word list such as the San
Diego Quick Assessment?

3. What strategies are my children using to figure out known
words that are unfamiliar in print? Do they use:
primarily context?

context and beginning and final consonant spellings?
vowel information?

4. What is children's knowledge of high-utility

spelling-sound relationships? Can they use familiar patterns

to figure out words that are not recognized at sight?
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5. What is children's level of phonemic awareness?
In kindergarten, can children rhyme and detect the
beginning sounds of spoken words?.

• . In first grade, can children blend sounds (even when

sounds may be wrong/ .for
.
example pan is read as pain),
and does their spelling show an ability to segment
sounds?

6. Do at least some of children's reading materials allow

them successfully to apply phonic strategies to a variety of
words?
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TRY THIS

l.'Early in first grade, teach children eight spelling-sound
relationships over a period of four to eight weeks. The

sequence followed by Scholastic's Literacy Place is m, a, 1,
t, s, 0, h, and i (all vowels are short). Be careful not to
distort the sounds when you say them in isolation. All but t
and h are continuous sounds that are easy to blend. Write
the letters on cards that can be moved.around in a pocket
chart or on the floor.

As soon as children know some of the spelling-sound

relationships, model how they can be blended to figure out
words on the pocket chart, such as am, at, mat, sat, hat,

mom, it, sit, hit. Also model and teach segmentation by

giving children words to form with the cards. Have children
apply their blending strategies in context while reading
these "sound-controlled" words in predictable stories that

also contain high-frequency sight words such as I, like,
see, she,- he, to, and. An early story might look like this:

I sat. He sat. She sat. We sat. We sat and sat.

We sat on beds (picture). We sat on chairs (picture).
We sat on mats.
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2. Second graders at the beginning of the year need to

review vowel spelling patterns and to learn new ones* Begfin
with short-vowel patterns. If children dp not know the short
Vowels,, start, with two-a and i. Write the vowels on a large
chart and review their sounds in mixed.order. Then on an

overhead, chart or chal.kboard, have ;students chorally read a
mixed list of 15 or so one-syllable words containing the

short vowels you have covered. .Avoid common words that
students can already read at sight, such as;can, on, sit,

man, hat. Words that are less common in print, especially
those with consonant blends,' will present more of a

challenge. .Some examples are cud, smash, pod, clip, , fed..
When children have, difficulty with.vowels, draw their
attention to the chart. Change the mixed word list every,

day. The goal is not to learn a. particular set of words but

rather to realize the power .of. phonic strategies to figure
out a word. These lessons should take.less than 10 minutes.

Having children write words with the same patterns is also
helpful.
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

YES

1. HAVE YOU....

Identified themes that are important

and will help children better, under
stand themselves, others, and the

world in.which they live?
Created a theme center that features

theme related items, reading mater- .
ials, and activities?
Established a reading and listening
center for children to read and

research theme topics?
Set up a discovery center for
hands-on math and science activities?

Developed and sent home a letter
to families to inform them about .

the theme and provide, some sugges

tions for becoming involved?

2. Do children

.Have sustained time to engage in
listening, speaking, reading,

and writing about theme topics? .
Have choices: and ownership, of
what they do?
' ,
Have opportunities to collaborate

and interact socially with peers
and the teacher?

Have opportunities to integrate
language across the curricultim?
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SOME

NO

TRY THIS.,.

1. Creatis integrated thematic units that focus on children's
interests.

Children's interests can spark thematic units that lead to

substantial . learning,. Teachers, however, must create, a

classroom climate that provides the impetus for that spark.

2. Stir up interest.

For example, one teacher placed a bird's nest and some books
about birds on .a table in an interest center. The teacher

then, wrote out a number of questions on tagboard and placed

them among the books. It was only a matter of minutes before
children were drawn to the table and were invplved in

thumbing through the books and discussing possible answers

to .questions such as: What bird might have lived here? Where
did this nest coitte from? Are all ,animals that fly birds?

Children and the teacher then begin to discuss animals that-

fly. Topics of tnterest .were generated (Where do they live?
What do they eat? What are their, prey? What are their,

predators?), and children began to choose topics to explore.
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3. Mix in books.

Both narrative.and informational books, as well as poetry,

can provide a wonderful backdrop for thematic units. You can
use them as a starting.point. Mona Mitchell, for example,

used a rhyming book about houses, to begin a unit on .shelter.
This led to activities in language arts as well as other
curriculum areas.

4. Add Artifacts.

Artifacts such as seashells, bird's nests, or dolls from
other,countries can arouse curiosity. .Children might begin

by: observing, the artifact or speculating about it-What is
it? Where did it come from? How is it used?

Next, have children pose questions and list them on the

board or on chart paper. Then read aloud.a.book on the
subject. Questions that are not answered in the book can be
explored by;children in small.groups..

5. Don't forget drama.

Creative dramatics, readers theater, and role playing
provide lively ways for children to explore theme topics.

For instance, you might explore the theme of fairy: tales by
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dramatizing the Paperbag Princess. Children can compare this
story to more traditional tales. In what ways are the

princess, prince and dragon different (nontraditional) in
The Paperbag Princess? What are the traditional roles of
these characters in fairy tales? How does a princess usually
act? What does a dragon usually do?
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

As a teacher, do I use these strategies when appropriate?

YES

1. Ask students to retell stories

read in class.
2.

Provide prompts for retellings.

3.

Provide visuals and graphic
devices.

4.

Help students make real-life
connections.

5.

Pair ESL learners and proficient
English speakers.

6.

Incorporate pantomime and roleplaying.

7.

Divide tasks between partners.

8. Model Think Alouds.

9.

Provide hands-on learning.

10.

Use technology.

11.

Create peer partners.

12.

Use a variety of groupings.
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SOME

NO

TRY THIS...

1. Assess Your Students and Your Program

Think about the term "supporting your classroom."
Reflect on students in your classroom. Do you have
second-language learners? Students with special needs?
Students who need extra challenge? For two or three days,
keep track of the ways in which you meet the needs of those
particular students. What additional strategies from this
chapter can you incorporate into your teaching repertoire.

2. Adapt Lessons to Meet Different Needs

Plan a lesson for teaching a writing skill, such as

writing dialogue. As you plan, think of ways you can adapt
the basic lesson to support all learners.
For example, to reach ESL students, you might have them

act out the dialogue. To reach students with special needs,
provide hands-on learning by giving them magnetic boards and

having them place quotation marks in the appropriate places.
To reach students who need extra challenge, have them create

new dialogue with a twist to the story. Evaluate
effectiveness of these strategies.
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3. Use of Technology

Evaluate, certain technology programs to determine if

they can

be used to meet a variety of needs. .For example,

for :Students with vision impairment, can the text be

enlarged? Can the story be read aloud? For students who need
extra challenge, can students innovate on the text? For ESL

students, can they record themselves reading aloud, play it
back, and compare the read-aloud with the original?
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Section 5;
GROUPING
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GROUPING

Grouping students hoitiogeneously for guided reading
allows each student to succeed while providing some

challenge. Students should be reading books with a 90%
accuracy rate to achieve this combination of challenge and
success. This is the reason the students should be grouped
at approximately the same reading level while reading the
same text.

Emergent and Early Levels

•

Based on running records that assess student's reading
level

•

Flexible, dynamic

•

Constantly changing to match students to challenging
level texts

•

Based on teaching strategy or level of interest

•

Group homogeneously to ensure successful yet challenging
text are provided for everyone

•

Small groups of 6-7 students to allow monitoring of each
students reading
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Fluent Level

•

Base groupings on: .

reading abilities
strategies and conventions
needs

interests

Small homogeneous
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Section 6;

LITERATURE CIRCLES
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LITERATURE CIRCLES

Literature circles,allow, children to expand.and

critique their understanding of literature with other
readers. Students meet at various times to discuss, ask

questions and listen to,each other talk about.the text.
Students bring their own meaning to the text and become
reflective,readers. Literature circles are not,a better way

to teach reading, but a place to think and inquire. Teachers
will need to spend time teaching their Students appropriate

listening and questioning skills. Here you will find a
step-by-step plan to implement literature circles in your,
classroom.

•Beginning of Year:.

~Teach ground'rules.

;

-Teach how to use post-it notes to mark important

places in the book.
-Teach mini-^lesson.s on how .to write effective

responses, how to listen, actively and how to create
questions and comments for the group.
-Encourage positive group dynamics. .

• Paired Sharing--teaches listening, models positive and .
' negative, use first day of school.

.-Kids in pairs talk:about the. best book they have ever
read-their favorite and why. . (Can also use for
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characters, etc.) They.take turns listening and
talking.

3 Person Circle

~Model up front first.

~Each triad has a leader. They are responsible for

running the circle.. Recorder records responses.
Reporter, reports back to whole group..

Open circle--say hello and introductions
~State topic

~Everyone takes turns sharing. Leader does not have to
go first. ,
~Terminate class circle and thank everyone^ ..

Circle Sharing--Personal Experience
~Teacher models and reminds triads of group rules and
jobs.

~"A,time I had an experience similar.to that of the .

character in the story/poem and what happened."
~Groups. meet and discuss.
~Write in journals.
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Use the following sheets to keep a record of students'

reading and comprehension, opinions, and vocabulary

building. Also included are organizational materials for
discussion groups and reading log materials. These will help
to give your students some guidelines and structure when
they work in groups.
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LITERATURE CIRCLE RECORD FOR NOVELS

.Title

'■ . .

^

.

.r

• ■ . ' . ■

Members Present

TIME LOG

Monday

Projected

j

,

- ,1^

■

Tuesday

'. ■ '

Thursday ■.

' ,■ ' '

-

Wednesday '. ■ ■ .

'

; ■ . t,. j

^
■ ;-

TOPICS TO DISCUSS

-"At

^

Actual.

:

■ ■ . .1

■ '' "1
■ ; '

■ -

^
'

{Please write .■ summaries on the back or use

separate sheets.)
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WORD TREASURY

Word
Meaning

Meaning

Word

PHRASE TREASURY

Phrase

Meaning
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Literature Circle Reflections

Name:
Book:

.

^

Pages read this week:
week-.-.#
■

1. Here ^s what I want to talk about with my group.
a. Parts of the story I didn't understand;

by Parts of the story l especially enjoyed:.

2. Here's what Other people inmy group say about the book;

3.My thoughts about this week's literature discussion;
■^

a. What went well:

bv What could we do better the next time?
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SEMANTIC MAPS (Small Group Self-Evaluation)
Names:

Date:

+
Type of map:
Skills:

What we did well:

What we need to work on:
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SEMANTIC MAPS (INDIVIDUAL SELF-EVALUATION)

Date:

Names:

Type of map:
Skills:

What we did well:

What we need to work on;
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SEMANTIC MAPS

Individual Student or

Group Names:

Title

Title

MAPS AND RELATED COGNITI^^ STRATEGIES

1. Mind Map

A. Sequencing

B. Percieving Relation
ships
^
C. Noting plot details

D-. Faci1itating memory/
retention

F.

2.Simple Retelling
A. Sequencing
B. Summarizing
C. Visualizing
D.Illustrating plot and

setting details

; ■

E.

F.

3, Excitement Map

A. Sequencing
B. Determining climax in

story ■ ■^
C. Percieving re1ationships
D.'Visualizing

14.6

Title

Title

Title

A.

E. Presenting reasoning
to others
F.

G.

4. Story Map
A. Sequencing

B. Symbolizing
C. Visualizing
D. Percieving relationships
E. Exploring art of various
cultures
F.

KEY:

*

= Superb

+

= Good

/

= Adequate
= Needs Improvement

@

= Not done
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ADVANCED STORY STRUCTURE EVALUATION

Individual Student or

Group Names:

Title

Title

Elements and Related Skills
1. Characters

A. Can identify main
.

character

B.. Can identify minor
character

Can identify prota
gonist d
D. Can identify antag
onist

E. Can narrate a character

description



F. Can draw a character

2. Setting
A. Can identify the setting
B. Can narrate a description
of setting
■
C. Can draw setting
Plot (Sequence of Events)
A. Can retell plot simply and
clearly (doesn't include
extraneous details)
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Title

Title

Title

B. Can retell plot completely,
including all key points

(doesn't skip anything)
C. Can retell plot in correct
sequence (doesn't recall
events out of order)

3.
A.
B.
C.
D.
4.

Key Plot Points
Can identify problem
Can Identify solution
Can identify climax
Can identify resolution
Special Focus

KEY:

*

= Superb

+

= Good

/

= Adequate
= Needs Improvement

0

= Not done
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SIMPLE STORY STRUCTURE EVALUATION

Individual Student or

Group Names:

Title &

Title &

Title

Date

Date

Date

Title
Time

Place
Characters
Events

Problem
Solution

Ending

KEY:

*

= Superb

+

= Good

/
-

= Adequate
- Needs Improvement

@

= Not done
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WHAT I CAN DO IN MY READING LOG

CHARACTER MAP

I can think about a character I really liked (or really
didn't like or thought was interesting). The map can show
what I .think the character looked like, things the character
did, how the-.character went with other characters, what made
this character interesting, and anything else that I think
is important.

SPECIAL STORY PART

I can mark the page number so I can remember where to find
it. Write the first few words, then "..." and the last few
words so I can remeber what I want to share. Then I can

write about why I thought it was interesting or special.

BOOK/CHAPTER CRITIQUE

Sometimes when I'm reading I think to myself, "This is
absolutely GREAT!" Other times I think to myself, "If I were
the author I sure would do this differently." In my log I
can write about things the author did really well and things
he or she might want to do better.

WONDERFUL WORDS

I can find some really wonderful words-words that are new,
crazy, or descriptive, ones I might want to use in my own
writing, ones that are confusing, or whatever. Write down

the word and share them with my group. I might want to write
a short note about why I picked the word, so that I can
remember later. I might also want to write the page number
where I found the words so that I can find it again.
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ME & THE BOOK

Sometimes what I read about a character or an event makes me

thinks of things in my own life. I can write in my log and
tell about what the character or,the event or other ideas

made me think about my own life.

PICTURES

Every time I read, I end up with some kind of picture in my
head about the story. If I just think about the parts I
like, I can draw in my log and share my picture with my
group. I have to remember that when I draw a picture I need
to write a little about why I drew it so that I can remember
where the picture came from, what made me think about it,

and why I wanted to draw it.

•

SEQUENCES

Sometimes events in the book might be important to remember

in the order they happened. I can,make a sequence chart in
my log and share it with my group, explaining why I thought
it would be important to remember.

AUTHOR'S CRAFTS & SPECIAL TRICKS

Sometimes authors use special words, paint pictures in my
mind with words, make me wish I could write like they do;
use funny language, write dialogue that is really good and

many other things. In my log,' I can write examples of
special things the author did to make me like the story.
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MY READING LOG

Name:

Title:

Author:

Illustrator;

Why I chose this book;

What I thought of this book:

What kind of book I want to read next:
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MY READING CONFERENCE LOG

Name;

Book Title:

Author:

Main Characters:

Setting (where the story took place)

Plot (What happened):

Comment (your opinion);

Rating:

Excellent*****
Very Good****
■-■ ■■^■■ ■ ■'Good*'**

Page to read aloud:
Date:

Teacher's comment;
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■■

Fair**
Boring*

GUIDED READING PROGRESS SHEET

Name;

Book Title:
Genre:

Dates when read:

Week
No.

Question
Grade

Teacher
Tip

Inquiry
Project

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Final Project:

;

Grade:

Self Evaluation:

Teacher
Comments:
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Grade

VOCABULARY THINK SHEET

Name:

Story:

Date

Word

Page

Meaning
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MY BOOK

Title/Setting

Characters

Problems
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Events

Ending

GUIDED READING PLAN

Name of Book:
Author:
Genre:
Total Number of Pages:

Each week I will read

pages to help me meet my goal

Number of weeks this book will take me to read:
WEEK #

:

Journal Written In

Pages read on: Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Total # of pages read for this week:

Goal met

Vocabulary words chosen:
1.

2.

4.

5.

3.

Inquiry Project Chosen/Category:

/

Met in Literature Circle on,

Response Questions are Complete:
WEEK #

Journal Written In

:

Pages read on: Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Total # of pages read for this week:
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Goal met

Vocabulary words chosen;

1.

2._

4.

5.

Inquiry Project Chosen/Category:
Met in Literature Circle on

Response Questions are Complete:
WEEK #

Journal Written In

Pages read on: Monday_
Tuesday

Wednesday_
Thursday

Total # of pages read for this week:

Goal met

Vocabulary words chosen:

1.

2.

4.

5.

3.

Inquiry Project Chosen/Category:
Met in Literature Circle on

Response Questions are Complete:
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Discussion Director

Name:

Group:
Book:

Assignment p

-p

Discussion Director: Your job is to develop a list of
questions that your group might want to discuss about this
part of the book. Don't worry about the small details: your
task is to help people talk over the big ideas in the
reading and share their reactions. Usually the best

discussion questions come from your own thoughts, feelings,
and concerns as you read, which you can list below to

develop topics for your group.

Possible discussion questions or topics for today:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Sample Questions:

What was going, through your mind while you read this?
How did you feel while reading this part of the book?
What was discussed in this section of the book?

Can someone summariz.e briefly?
Did today's reading.remind you of any real-life experiences?
What questions did you have when you finished this section?

Did anything in this section of.the book surprise you?
What are the one or two most important, ideas?
Predict some things you think will be talked about in the
text.

Topic to be carried over to,
tomorrow

Assignment for tomorrow p__-p
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LITERARY LUMINARY

Name

Group_
Book

Assignment p

-p

Literajry Liominary: Your job is to. locate a few special
sections of the text that your group would like to hear read

aloud. The idea is to help people remember some interesting,
powerful, funny, puzzling, or important s;ections of the
text. You decide which passages or paragraphs are worth

he,aring, and, then jot plans for how they should be shared.
You can read passages aloud yourself, ask someone else to

read them, or have people read them silently and then
discuss.

■■

Location

Reason for .Picking

1. Page

i

Paragraph

,

2. Page

:

Paragraph^

' '■

^

; "i . ■

- ■

• -h . ■ . - '

'

;

.

'i -

■
'

i' ■

i

_

■ . -■ ■ ■

i"

■

hi- ■ ■ 1' ■

,

Paragraph ,

3. Page

Plan for Reading

..

'

■ h

^
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•' ./ " -

, ;i

4.Page
Paragraph

Possible reasons for picking a passage to be shared:

Important

Informative

Surprising

Controversial

Funny

Well Written

Confusing

Thought-provoking

Other:

Topic to be carried over to
tomorrow:

Assignment for tomorrow p
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ILLUSTRATOR

Name .

.

Group

Book
Assignment p.

.

■

•
-p

Illustrator: Your job is to draw some kind of picture
related to the reading. It can be a sketch, cartoon,

diagram, flow chart, or stick -figure scene. You can draw a
picture of something that's discussed specifically in your
book, or something that the reading reminded you of,, or a

picture that: conveys any . idea.or feeling you got from the
reading. Any kind of drawing or graphic is okay-you can even

label things with words if that helps. Make your drawing on
the other side of this sheet or on a separate sheet.

Presentation plan: When the Discussion Director invites your
participation you may show your picture, without comment to
the others in.the group. One at a time, they get to
speculate what your picture means, to connect the drawing to
their, own ideas,about the reading. After everyone has had

a .say, .you. get the last, word: ..tell them what your picture
means, where it came from,, or what it represents to you.
Topic to be carried over to tomorrow

Assignment for tomorrow p

-p
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.
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■

•

CONNECTOR

Name

Group_
Book

Assignment p

-p

Connector: Your job is to find connections between the book
your group is reading and the world outside. This means

connecting the reading to your own life, to happenings, at
school or in the community,. to similar events at other times

and places, to other people or problems that you are
reminded of. You might also see connections,.between this
book and other writings on the same topic,VOr by the same

author. There are ^nb right answers here-whatever the reading
connects you with is worth sharing!

Some connections I found between this reading and other

people, places, events, authors....

1.

165,

2.

3.

4.

5.

Topic to be carried over to
tomorrow:

Assignment for tomorrow: p

-p
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DIRECTOR/DIRECTORA DE LA CHARLA

Nombre_
Grupo
Titulo

He leido de la pagina

a la pagina_

Ud. es el director/directora de la charla. Su trabajo es

formular buenas preguntas para poder hablar en su grupo.
(Use el cube de las preguntas para ayudarle.)
Preguntas para hoy:

1.
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ILLUMINATOR DEL LA LITERATURA

NoirLbre_
Grupo
Titulo

He leido de la paglna

a la paglna

Experto: Su tarea es localizar unas cuantas secciones
especiales del texto que a su grupo les gustaria escuchar.

El proposito es ayudarles- a recordar algunas secciones.
interesantes, profu.ndas,, divertidas, confusas, o

importantes. „Ud. decide cuales pasajes o parrafos del;texto.
valen la pena de ser escuchados y luego escribe sus planes

de como cree que tales deberian ser compartidos. Ud. podria
ser la persono que lee los pasajes en voz alta; otra persona

podria leelos o miembrosde su grupo podrian leer en

.

silencio y luego hablar sobr la lectura.

Localizacion

Razon por la cual fue

escogido

1. Pagina
Parrafo

2. Pagina
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Plan .de Lectura

Parrafo

^

3.Pagina

"^

Parrafo

4.Pagina

.

;

Parrafo_

Posibles razones por las cuales un pasaje ha sido escogido
para ser compartido:

Importante

Informative

Sorprendente

Polemico

Divertido

Bien escrito

Confuso

Provaca discusion

Otras:
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ARTISTA TALENTOSO

,Nonibre_
Grupo_
Titulo

He leido de la pagina

/

a la pagina_

Ud. es el artista talentoso. Dibuje, una parte del cuento que
la haya gustado mucho.

Personajes:

Lugar (donde occure el cuento):

Problema:

170

"'V
Solucion:

Parte favorita:

yi.

No hable de su dibujo hasta que el resto del grupo este

preparado para compartir. Los otros coitipaneros tienen que
tratar de adivinar lo que dibujo.
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CONECTOR

Nombre_
Grupo
Titulo

He leido de la pagina

a la pagina_

Su trabajo as encontrar los enlaces entre el libro qua esta

leyendo y todo lo qua esta a su alrededor. Este libro me
hace pensar sobre

..un libro qua he leido antes
..un lugar qua he visto antes

..algo qua ma paso a mi, a mi familia, a mis amigos
..personajes qua he visto
..peliculas qua he visto
..cosas qua pasaron el la escuela, en casa o en el
vecindario.
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FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

Follow up activities are an important part of guided,
reading. They can be helpful in teaching skills and

connecting the story to "real life". Many emergent reading
books use the same sound,throughout the story and lend

themselves to teaching phonics within a Context. You may

also want to,use guided reading to build vocabulary. In this

section you will find some ideas for follow up activities
that could be.used, with any guided reading book.

Emergent Level

Seguence parts of the story
•

Rewrite ending

•

Let students take guided reading books home to practice
and listen to each child individually read when they
return the book. That book then becomes independent

reading material for that student.

•

Matching words, phrases, or sentences from the story. ,

"Framing", individual letters or words for recogni.tion.
•

Cover letters or words in a pocket chart with post-it
notes and have students try to read it.

•

Have, students substitute words to make a new story.

' Teacher substitutes words and students figure out which
words are substitutions. :
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•

Integrate phpneitilc awareness by generating a list of
words with a particular sound that was prevalent in the.
story

•

Do word sorts either by letting.students decide how to

sort words or by asking students to sort words a.certain

way (sort the wordh that begin with the letter h and
those that do not)

' Use magnetic letters to do an onset/rime lesson with
words from the story
Entry Level

•

Children can reread the, story in pairs or independently
within the gnoup

•

Return to the text:

-Discuss story where students can relate to other
. stories previously read. ,
-Ask, "What if...?" questions..
1 -Invite comiaents. or opinions.

• . Respond 'to the text: ..
..-Demonstrate and. facilitate creative responses that

enrich and compliment reading such as writing,
.dramatization, arts and crafts.

. . -Compare Story to other similar stories.

. .

-Change the story to make a new story that students can
.

relate better to.

-Make the story into a comic strip or play. ■
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-"^Paint a- mural.^; ■ P" -

'"

Fluent Level

'

■ ■, t'

I^sturn ;tp .ttie; text

t '■

'

.:~A.sk. questions ,of the reader that, encourage them to
think .more, criticaliy about, the qoek' s style,., mood,

■

~Discu,sa^ .to

.^ h

provide opportunities for

rereading .parts of , the,;h,Ook together..

, ,~Seize the teaehable moments and take advantage of

opportunities to focus on:

Vocabulary ..
: Su.ffrx & prefix ;
.Plurals

dialogue
sentence structure

compound words
: chapter' headings
possessives,
writing forms
punctuation
illustration

layout/design , ,
, table of cont.ents .

. parts of speeeh.
i i^Respond to the; text

■ i~Move' students to deeper, levels of .meaning through
written, oral ahd creative responses

Matrix ideas

■ , i;

y, i

~Novel,Matrix,using: Title, Setting, Characters,

Suiinmary, Prediction. : Use this for, whole class reading.

17 6

Each group, gets a chapter filling in setting^
characters, summary. They present to the class in order.

then. the whole. clas.s makes predictions for next

~Flip Book: Used for events of story or can' use

categories of title, setting, characters, problem,
ending.

~Novel/Story Matrix: Title,., chapter 1, chapter , 2,
chapter 3,. etc,..i . ,1.

-Historical Novel: key events,.response,. predictions,

historical connection, character changes, symbolism,
and personal connection.

-Author Study Matrix: Use the following categories:
Title, Characters, Setting, Border, Beginning, Middle,
End.

-Character Matrix: For the same book, each character

has its' own symbol. Responses are written, upon the
symbols. Symbols are then placed oh chart with headings
of: Character, Problem, Event,, Result,.

-One character from different, version of same story.

Use categories, of: Character, title/author, type of
book, adjective.

-One story different versions: (Ex:, Cinderella, Three

Little Pigs) Use categories: title, country, time.
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place, character, events, problem, solution, main
character, illustrations.

~One novel with groups reading specific chapters. Use
categories: Chapter #, Setting, Character, Summary,
Prediction.

~Fairy Tales:

1. Each group can do a version of a story (i.e.
Cinderella).

2. Each group reads a fairy tale together,
completes matrix and tapes up responses.
3. Groups can come up and retell story with
matrix.

4. Show a world map to show locations of different
versions.

5. Students act out a fairy tale from a different
character's point of view.
The following pages include a teacher assessment for

use of follow up activities, examples of follow up
activities and handouts for classroom use of follow up
activities. They will be helpful in adding to what you are
currently using in your classroom.
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

YES

l.Do I include some assignments in
which children read to family members
or talk to family members about stories?
2.Have I provided opportunities
for children to write about home

experiences through free writing,
summarizing, informational writing,
descriptive writing and storytelling?
3.Have I shared ideas with parents that
will help children develop thinking
and problem-solving skills?
4.Have I tied home activites to

in-school lessons on a weekly basis?
5.Have I gathered information from
parents to help me understand
students learning styles?
6.Have I kept parents informed of
the type of assessments I use
(formative and summative; formal

and informal; print and nonprint)
as well as the content we are studying?
7.Have I shared ideas with parents
that include children's home practice
and other activities to assure

continuous learning?
8.Have I found a variety of ways to
communicate with the parents of my
students? (Examples: Do I make telephone
calls, write individual notes, or

publish a newsletter?)
9.Do I involve my students in
this process?
10.Have I encouraged parents to
inform me of their children's

problems or special needs?
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SOME

NO

INQUIRY PROJECT IDEAS

ARTISTIC PROJECTS

•

Book jacket-include title, author, picture of story and
inside flap with summary.

•

Bumperstickers

mural

Seed mosaic picture

•

Collage

•

Comic strip-either events or a conversation between two

Diorama or shadow box

filmstrip

characters

•

Game board- by playing, members should learn what
happened in book, have board, rule sheet, clear
directions and events of story on cards or on gameboard.
Illustrate two favorite scenes and tell at the bottom

what's happening.
Invitation to an event in story.
License plate

Map of a place in the book
Menu or recipe.

Missing person poster-include name, birthdate, where

born, age weight, height, hair color, eyes, interests,
hobbies, last seen, wearing what, hangs around with,
favorite subject, car, favorite food and mug shot.
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•

Mobile-showing pictures of symbols of what's happening in
book.

•

Model-build a model of an important object

•

Movie poster- cast main characters in book with real
actors and actresses. Include a scene or dialogue from
the book.

•

Postcard-choose a character to write to another

character. Draw a picture of the setting on the reverse
side.

•

Travel brochure or poster-Invite tourists to visit the
setting of the book.

GRAPHIC ORGANIZERS

Chart-1. How to do something 2. Comparing characters, 3.

Comparing two different books, 4. comparing the book to
the movie

•

Mind map-show important events of story (setting,
characters, place, the problem, the goal, events,
resolution)

•

Pictorial timeline—Venn diagram-same as above.
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ORAL SPEAKING WITH A PRESENTATION

Debate between two characters—TV commercial—Interview
main character.

•

Dress as main character and tell about your life.

■

Radio drama-give live version about story or a specific
scene-as a radio play.

WRITING

•

Autobiography of your life (pretending you're the main
character).

•

Biographical sketch of one character-fill in what you
don't know with your imagination.

•

Chapter titles- write new ones. Conversation between two
characters.

•

Describe a scene from a different characters point of
view.

•

Diary entry daily (from character's point of view).

•

Directions on how to do something.

•

Letters to author-describe what you liked or didn't like
and why, favorite parts, and any changes you'd make.

•

Movie script of the story-New ending to the story—Poetry

•

Pretend you are a fortune teller and have been asked to

predict what each of the characters will be doing 10
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years after the story ends. Think of what each one is

like (personality traits, talents, likes and dislikes).

Research paper on a specific topic/Sequel to the
story/song
Think of a situation that happened to a character-decide
whether or not you would've done the same thing or
different and why.
Story about a day where the main character came to your
house or school to visit.
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JOURNAL PROMPTS

Ways to Respond to Your Book

Siommary/Reaction-Describe your reactions or thoughts about
what you read.
Diary Entry- Pretend you are the character. What happened to
you and how did you feel.
Character description- What do you think the character looks

like? How do you think a character went with other
characters? What made this character interesting?
Wonderful Words- Find descriptive, new and crazy words.

Write them down, page where found, and a short note on why
you chose those words.
I wonder...

I enjoyed the part when....

I noticed...

Yes/no I think the story could happen...

I felt..because

My favorite character is...because...

I think...

I think the character did...because...

That reminds me

of...

If I were in their position, I would...

I wish...

I was surprised to see that...

If I were, I'd..
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Possible response questions:
1. AUTHOR

Why do you think the author wrote this section of the book?
What is the author trying to tell us?

What did the author have to know before writing this book?
What would you ask the author if they were here? Why?
What did the author do to "hook" the reader?

2. CHARACTERS

Who are the main characters? Describe them.

Would you like any of the characters? Why or why not?
Do some characters seem more "alive" and believable than

others? Which? Why?

How do the characters change in the story? What makes or
helps them change?

Are any characters like others you have met in other books?
Which ones? Why?

3. PLOT

What happened in the story? What was the sequence of events?
Which part of the story best describes the setting? Why?
How?

Which part was the MOST important in the story? Why?
What other ways might the story have ended?
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What is the main thing the author is saying?
4. SETTING

Where and when does the story take place? How do you know?

Which part of the story best describes the setting? Why?
How?

Do you know a place like the one in the book? Where is it?
Describe it.

How does the author create the atmosphere for the setting?

5. MOOD

How did you feel while reading the book? Why did you feel
that way?

What was your favorite part? Why?
What was your least favorite part? Why?

How did the author make you feel the way you did?
Does the mood of the story change? How? Where in the story?

6. STYLE

How does the author keep you interested in the story?

What pictures does the author leave in your mind? Describe
them.

What special words does the author use?

Is there anything that makes this author's perspective or
style unique? What?
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MINI THEME PLAN

Name/s
Mini-theme

Research Question/s

BOOKS TO BE READ

Fiction

Nonfiction

Poems

Others
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RESPONSE ACTIVITIES

Writing

Oral Language

Arts & Crafts

Other

May be freely copied

' ■t' \

■

•^ V

'

\
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FRONT PAGE

THE DAILY PLANET

Space Bus Discovers
New Planet
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I'M EXTINCT

Name

Pronunciation

legs

wings

Description

tail

Picture

I lived in the Age of

million years ago,
Did you know that I

If you find any of my fossils please send them to:

'■

.it: t

'-i'

.

:

• ■ ■SW:' :;
fi-

•

« ^ '

,

,

. 'r., ,
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bones

^

'-V''

•;• i,.'

Body Facts

DIAGRAM

CAPTION

HEADING

TEXT

Use this sheet to make a page of your own "Body Facts" Book
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Animal Plant Mineral or Plastic

It looks like this:

■ ■■

.■

', - -V
■• y

"-V' .

;

,

.

■ ■•.ff.

•J

It is: animal

plant

.' '

mineral

plastic

It

It is

Fold back here to hide answer
ANSWER

^^5:
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FACT OR OPINION?

FACTS are true statements about things.
For example: Some birds cannot fly.
OPINIONS are statements which a person believes about the

facts, and they may not be true.

For example: Everyone knows that some birds cannot fly.
1. Go to a chapter in the book and find statements which are
facts and statements which are opinions.
2. Write them on the chart below under the correct heading.
Title of Book:

FACT

OPINION
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DID YOU KNOW?

Work alone or with a partner to complete this activity.

1. Choose a chapter from a nonfiction book and read it for

enjoyment. Look at the pictures and read the captions.
2. Read the chapter again, looking for interesting facts.
Use the chart below to write them down.

3. Write in the subject or topic. Then write what the book
tells you about it. Use your own words.
EXAMPLE:

DID YOU KNOW THAT...

TOPIC

NEW INFORMATION ABOUT IT
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WHAT/WHY CHART

Work alone or with a partner to complete this activity.
1. Choose a chapter from a nonfiction book and read it for

enjoyment. Look at the pictures and read the captions.
2. Read the chapter again, looking for facts that explain
why something happens the way it does.
3. Use the chart below to write in WHAT happens and WHY. Use
your own words.

EXAMPLE;
WHAT

WHY
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STORY STAIRCASE

Use the outline below to retell the main events in story
order.

Title of Story:

This story begins when

The problem is

The next thing that happens is

Then

After that.

The problem is solved when_
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

1. Before reading the book, look at the cover, title page,
and contents^

'2. Think of questions you would .like the book to answer.
Write the questions oh the chart below.

3. As you read parts of the book, write down.the answers to
your questions on the other side of the chart.

Title of. , '

Book-

i-

.

■

- '

MY QUESTIONS

THE BOOK'S ANSWERS

197.

BETWEEN THE LINES

1. Read the story for the first time.

2. Stop at four inportant places and draw a picture of what
is happening. Use the boxes below.

3. Use speech bubbles to write what the characters are

saying. Use thought bubbles to write about what the
characters are thinking.

4. Talk about your pictures with the group.

Title of

Story

Page

198

Page

Page

Page
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STORY MAP

1. Read the story again, thinking about the main events.
2. Write sentences about each main event in the boxes below.
Number the boxes in story order.

3. Cut out the boxes and glue them on a large sheet of paper
to make a map of the story.
4. Draw arrows between the events to show what happens next.

5. Draw pictures of each event. Draw other pictures on the
map to show the settings, such as mountains, forests and
cities.
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FIND THE MEANING

1. Reread the story and write any new words on the chart
below.

2. Look at how each word is used in the story, and write
your own idea of what the word means.

3. Look up each word in the dictionary and write the
dictionary meaning. Compare it with your guess.

Title of Story

WORD
MY MEANING_
DICTIONARY_

WORD
MY MEANING_
DICTIONARY_

WORD
MY MEANING_
DICTIONARY
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M:i
WORD

MY MEANING_
DICTIONARY

WORD

MY MEANING_
DICTIONARY

I ;■
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■ ■

FOCUS QUESTIONS

1. Questions which draw upon knowledge (Remembering):
Who?, what?, when?, where?/
2. Questions which support comprehension (understanding)
What is meant by it?

Can you describe it?
What is the difference?
What is the main idea?

3. Questions that require application (Solving):
Who would you choose?

What would happen if...?
How would you...?

Do you know someone like...?
4. Questions which encourage analysis (Reasoning):
Why...?
What if...?

What was the purpose...?

5. Questions that invite synthesis (Creating):

How could we/you...?
What if...?

Do you suppose...?
I wonder how...?

6. Questions which promote evaluation (Judging):
Which is better...?
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Would you agree that...?
Would it be better if...?

What is your opinion...?
Were (they you we) right to...?
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Title/Authior
Focusing Sitatements

Level

/

Questions for Info

Focus Questions

Pages
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Teacher Training
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TEACHER TRAINING

Teacher training is an important element for the

successful implementation of guided reading. If you have not

received any training you will want to ask if it is
available to you. You may also want to observe some guided
reading groups in action.

Emergent and Early Levels

•

San Bernardino County offers ongoing SanBelt training for
K-3 teachers.

•

Wright Group and Ridby offers yearly workshops on early
literacy.

Fluent Level

•

On-going balanced literacy training provided by the
district office

•

Wright Group and Rigby offers yearly workshops on early
literacy.
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Section 9:

Classroom Management
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CLASSRCX)M MANAGEMENT

fo
Centers are a good way to manage your classroom during
a guided reading group. Centers should be learned and
practiced with guidance from the teacher, and students
should be aware of teacher expectations for a few weeks

prior to beginning guided reading groups.
Literacy Centers

-Magnetic letters on cookie sheet or file cabinet
-Playdough letters

-Art with crayons, markers, construction paper,
stapler,
glue, tape, etc.
-Read big books
-Read with a partner
-Computers

-Dramatic play in specified area (home, postoffice,
restaurant)

-Dramatic play acting out stories with costumes.
-Felt boards that reconstruct stories using pictures
or words.

-Board games.

-Independent reading
-Listening to books on tape.
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-Magazines

.

:.-Over;hea.d.projector
-Pocket chart

-^Putzles,: ;,., \
-Read: the room

-Copy;the room

-Painting:
-Math!tubs

, . -Blocks:

-Writing-making cardsV books, .letters, etc.

•

Students'work independently on an assigned task

.*

Students!work with an instructional aide or a parent if
available..

•

Use a stop sign to let students know when they should not
interrupt you.

•

Assign stiudents to be center experts to, help solve minor
problems while you are busy,

.The following forms include, checklists for your current

management.System, room arrangement, and expectations of
your students. Also included are .ideas :to change or
strengthen ybur.current management style-. These will be

helpful to ensure that students function independently, and
allow you to' work with, a group.
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

Good classroom management doesn't just happen. It takes

time, thought and preparation. Use this list as a start-up
plan for your classroom.

One week before school begins, work through the list.

You'll find that getting a head start on management will
result in a calm, confident feeling on the first day of
school.

1. Survey the classroom library and texts. Have all the
books that you ordered come in? Have you made alternative
plans for missing materials?
2. Review campus, district and state curriculum documents.

Will your teaching plans fulfill all requirements?
3. Select and prepare materials for initial diagnosis of
children's reading abilities. Will you use formal testing,
or do you have to devise your own?
4. Make a lesson plan for the first week. Have you included
reteaching and extension activities to address individual
needs?
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5. Arrange the classroom furniture to minimize distractions
during direct instruction and to provide easy access to all
materials. Have you included a table or desk to use as a

learning center?

6. Design bulletin board displays that correlate with
classroom instruction. Are your displays interactive? Have

you created opportunities for children to make
contributions?

7. Prepare or obtain transparencies, copies, manipulatives,
charts, posters, or other teaching aids to be used during
the first week of school. Do you need more materials? Which
ones can children help you create?

8. Prepare management handouts (supply lists, schedules,

parent letters). How often will you communicate with
families at home?

9. Plan class rules with consequences you are willing to

carry out. Anticipate potential problems during transition
periods and collaborative activities. Will you involve
children by asking them to help you formulate these class
rules?

10. Check out technological equipment (computers, filmstrip
projectors, tape/CD players, headsets, recorders). Do you
know how to run these machines?
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TRY

THIS

Set aside one day to observe student behavior in your
classroom. Watch for situations that could be improved with

better classroom management and record your observations. In
particular, observe:

1. What children do during the first and last ten minutes of
class.

2. How children access resources such as books, crayons
scissors, and other materials.

3. Interruptions while children are working independently.

4. Children's behavior during transitions. What do children

do when they complete an assignment? When and how do they
submit their work to you?

After recording your observations, sit down and read through
your notes.
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5. Highlight instances when children were off task during
assignments.

6. Highlight instances where children actually had no task
or assignment to work on.

7. Seek suggestions from children on classroom management.

8. Plan or modify the classroom routines to address your
observations. Don't eliminate opportunities for children to

recheck, revise, and reflect on their work. Remember, the

goal is to have children spend their time productively
engaged in tasks that support the development of literacy.

Ij
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

YES
1. PRINT

Is there print oil, all available

.

wall space? .

Is printi at children's eye level
(and clear and easy to read)? .

Does the.displayed print represent
material that the children have
read or hcted upon in some way?
Are. the :childrens names displayed

many times?

■

^

2. ORGANIZATION

Does each child have a.clearly

labeled place to .keep his or her
personal: materials?.
Are therd labeled, places for the

storage of completed and ongoing
work?

.

.

!

Are there pointers at ..several

places .in the room so that child
ren can point and; read?
Is there j an ABC center with mag
.netic letters, link letters,

letter and word cards, dictionaries,
. and alphabet books?
Are playicorners or,drama centers
"loaded" iwith print (for examples,
menus redipes, wall charts, posters)?
Is,there la comfortable and
attractive, book, center pr_ library,

with many .accessible books?

Is there la listening center..with .
tapes and; books clearly labeled?
Is there .'a meeting area with an
easel so that the. teacher can conduct

a variety of literacy aGtivities
with the whole group?
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.

SOME

NO

Is each child's individual work

displayed and valued?
Are there books in all parts of
the room?
3. MATERIALS

Are all materials and centers of

work clearly labeled?
Are print materials easily
accessible to and usable by
children?

Are there several easels for

interactive writing? Several
pocket charts?
Is the leveled set of books (used

for guided reading) clearly
organized and labeled?
Are books organized by category?
Is there a writing center with
materials that are organized and
available?
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TRY THIS.....

1. Read ah; enjoyable story to a small group of children
every day for several days.

Select a story with, some repetition of words or
phrases, for example. The Chick and the Duckling or The,
Three Bears. Reread the story and invite children to join
■ in,.

After the second reading, ask one or two children to

look through the pages and ,"read" the story back ,to you. If
they say "I ,can't read", respond "That's all right. Just
look at the: pictures and you tell the story."

Take notes or tape record . the "reading" and :listen
:
back. Do this again after the fifth reading of the story,

■

and, again/take notes or record the retelling.
*

Are,the children "talking like a book"?

v How much :of the "bobk language'' are children using after,
the second and fifth- readings?

v Is there evidence of vocabulary learning? How does that

change from the ,second ,to the'fifth reading?
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•

Are children noticing detail in the pictures? How does
that change?

•

Are children remembering details from the story? How does
that change from one reading to the next?

2. On the first day of school establish a name chart.
Have the children use the chart to:

•

Locate their own name. Have them think of the first

letter and say it slowly;
•

Locate the names of friends;

•

Locate a letter of the alphabet that they have been
learning about in another lesson;

•

Find other names with letters like their names.

Have two or three writing lessons in which you teach
children to use the name chart as a resource for their own

writing. Next week, watch to see how much children make use
of the chart. Keep track of names or letters they can read.

3. Focus on fluency.

After children have already acquired early strategies
you can focus on their reading fluency. Select some easy
books that children have already read. Tape record several
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children as they read aloud. Ask them to "read it like a

story" or "read it smoothly." Have children practice reading
with phrasing.

Tape another taped sample from each reader. Compare the
two. Is reading more fluent? Are children reading in natural
phrases? Continue until you can find good examples of fluent
reading.
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Assessing Your Classroom

1. Observe your classroom when the children are out of the
room.

Are most of the "artifacts" (things on the wall or on

desks and tables) items rarely seen elsewhere in real
life-for example, worksheets, spelling tests, graded papers,
alphabet charts, vocabulary cards?

Or by contrast, are there plenty of artifacts that are
part of real-life settings-reports, completed projects,
files of resources, work in progress, calendars and charts,
and tools of the trade?

2. Observe the students in the classroom on a busy day.

What kinds of activities occupy most of their time? Are

they sitting at desks, watching and listening to you?
Or are they working on isolated skills in workbooks or
textbooks?

Or, by contrast, are they working on extended projects
that involve real-life skills, from reading to planning
to collaborating in writing?
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3. Observe the kind of help that students receive.

Do they primarily receive assistance in the form of
corrections on papers and other assignments?

Or, by contrast, do they receive help from a mentor
(such as other students) while they are working? Does the

mentor provide modeling, scaffolding, and feedback,
therefore allowing them to succeed?

4. Reflect on your teaching.

Which characterizes your primary form of teaching:
Lecturing? Small grouping?

Do students feel free to ask questions?

Or do you demonstrate the desired skill yourself,
provide scaffolds for apprenticing students, guide students
toward completion of projects and gradually release the
kinds of support provided?

5. Examine the ways in which you evaluate children's
performance.

Do you assess students through tests of specific skills
or by correcting worksheets?
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Or do you evaluate children's performance through
authentic demonstrations, such as those students will be

expected to perform when they are older-a report, a speech,
a screenplay, a pamphlet, a poster, or a campaign?
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TRY THIS....

1, Choose a mentor for yourself.

A colleague, of ours has .often chosen high school
science,teachers as mentors to help him prepare for teaching
his own students, and to,extend,his own learning of science.

Find a teacher who specializes in an area of interest,

to you. Observe .the person.at work. Talk to the mentor about
his or her;activities. Ask about the books the person reads

or the mentors he or she has. If. possible, ask. to borrow
some of the person's tools (siich' as science equipment or
artist's brushes.) .

2. Choose to be a mentor whenever you can.

Consider, for exampiie, one of. our favorite activities

; .Living: Biography. In this activity, which extends over
.many weeks, ■ each student reads a biography. Rather than ask

students to:write a report as a final project, have a big

party in which everyOhe. comes as the person they read about,
.Students, can come:in. costume and stay in character
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throughout the party, meeting each other and learning about
"each other's" life and accomplishments.

A good way for students to get the idea is for you to
come dressed as the person you hold as a mentor (an

outstanding teacher of yours, perhaps, or a musician or

artist). To liven up the party, invite parents who also may
come as people from the past or present who they most
admire.

3. Invite parents and other members of the community to be
mentors.

Parents and others who have skills often love to share

those skills with students; they often provide the best

kinds of extended apprenticeships. During a science
project, for example, experienced parents can be very

helpful as guides for the students during the
investigations or afterward, as students extend the
activity.

4. Look for opportunities to make connections.

During a recent poetry unit students spent a lot of
time increasing their powers of observation. The Poet in
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Residence was particularly helpful in demonstrating to the
children how to look closely at simple things to understand
them and to get meaning from them.

When you invite a mentor to your classroom, try to make
connections between that person's area of interest and other
areas of the curriculum. For example, if the mentor is a
poet, make connections to science, where close observation

is equally vital.

You may even want to invite two mentors to class. Talk
to students about what is the same and what is different

about what they do. This can be very exciting-even for the
mentors.
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RUNNING RECORDS

Running recprds are an excellent method of, determining ,

at which lever students are reading,with 90% accurapy. It is

simply a m'arking system that records which words were; readcorrectly and which were not. If a'word was not:read

correctly,' there are a variety of marks that show what the

student actually read. For example, a student may miss a '
word and. self-correct it. They may substitute the word

"house" for "home" which demonshrateS the use of picture

clues, but pot phonetic strategies. Knowing these things not

only showS'; the child's reading level,. but, helps you to know
which stra-tegies the student needs to practice.

Emergent and Early Levels

•

Given eyery other week-focus on ten children per week.
Use an unseen text at the child's instructional level.

•

Give student the title and brief plot summary.

•

Child reads the text ,independently.
Record all miscues,. '

Have the student retell the story in their own words.
• . , Calculate percentage of correct words read.
.•
90-94% ,is instructional, 95-100% is.independent.
•

The instructional level is what should be used for

..guided reading.

. Calculate how many words were, self corrected.

Analyze ithe running record to evaluate which cUeing 1
system the child is using.

Fluent Level

•
•

Given every reporting period
Check fou comprehension
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:

The following pages include a running record assessment
and summary, a reading record, and text with samples of how
to mark mistakes on the running record. They will be useful

in assessing the reading level of each child in your class
and keeping a record of each child's progress.
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RUNNING RECORDS SHEET

Name:

Age

Date:

yrs

D. of B.

^mths

School:
Recorder

Text Titles

Running words

Error

Accuracy

Selfcorrection
Error

1. Easy

rate

1:

2. Instr.

1:

3. Hard

1:

rate

%

1:

%
%

1:
1:

Directional
movement

Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections

Information used or neglected [Meaning (M) Structure or
Syntax (S)
Visuals (V)

Easy
Instructional

Hard
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E

SO
MSV

E
MSV

SC

Cross-checking on information (Note that this behavior

changes over time).

Analysis of Errors and Self-corrections
Page
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RUtWING RECORD SUMMARY

Name:

Level:

;

Age:

_School Year:

EMi (Emergent) E (Early) F (Fluent)

S/US: . . Sebn or unseen text.

Title

Date

Level

S/US
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%ACC

SC Rate

Comments

READING RECORD

Independent
Reading Level

Easy
■ Instrue

Date:

Name:

■ tional,

Diffi
cult

Cues Used*

E/

SC/

JML

Text

l3l

I^LL

Comments

<Totals

Words

;Erroji: Rate:

Accuracy Rate:

Self Corrections:

Errors

RETELLING:

Complete/

I Almost
I Complete

Adequate

Limited

Characters
Events

Settings
Need to elicit more details

.MANY
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SOME

NONE

READING PROFICIENCY:

Fluent
Word by word
With choppy phrasing
GENERAL COMMENTS:

TEACHING STRATEGIES:

*M=meaning
S=structure

V=visual

3r- ^

•i;:--'-:.
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COPYCAT (WRIGHT GROUP, STORY BOX)
Item #1; Accurate Reading

I go up the path.

/

/

/

/

/

You go up the path.

/

/

/

/

/

I go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

/

You go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

/

I go into the house.

/

/

/

/

/

You go into the house.

/

/

/

/

/

You little copycat!

/

I

I

I go down the steps.

I

I

I

I

I

You go down the steps.

I

I

I

I

I

I go down the path.

/

/

I

I

/

You go down the path.

I

I

I

I

I

I go up the tree.

I

I

I

I

I

You big copycat I

I

I
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I

Item #2-Listen and Follow

I go up the path.

/

/

/

/

/

You go up the path.

/

/

/

/

/

I go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

stairs

steps
You go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

stairs

steps

I go into the house.

/

/

in /

/

into

You go into the house.

/

/

in

/

/

into

You little copycat!

I

I

I

I go down the steps.

I

I

I

I

stairs

steps

You go down the steps.

I

I

I

I

stairs

steps

I go down the path.

/

/

/

/

road

path

You go down the path.

/

/

/

/

road

path
I go up the tree.

/
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/

/

/

/

Item #3-Substitution-Record next to the text
Code:

child's response
text

I go up the path.
You go up the path.
I go up the steps.
You go up the steps.

I go into the house.

You go into the house.
You little copycat!

I go down the steps.
You go down the steps.
I go down the path.
You go down the path.
I go up the tree.
You big copycat!

■

r. -v

'.sX

•"
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Item#4: Repetition-Listen and Follow

I go up the path.
You go up the path.

/R

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

I go up the steps.

/

/

/

/R

You go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

I go into the house.

/

/

/

/R

You go into the house.

/

/

/

/

/
/

/
/

'' ' '
--'v.

You little copycat!

/

/

/

I go down the steps.

/

/

/

/

/

You go down the steps.

/

/

/

/

/

I go down the path.

/

/

/

/

/

You go down the path.

/

/

/

/

/

I go up the tree.

/

/

/

/

/

You big copycat!

/

/

/

11^1 ^
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Item #5; Repetition-Record next to text
Code: R Repeats word
R3 Repeats word three times
R Repeats several words by going back to reread

I go up the path.
You go up the path.
I go up the steps.
You go up the steps.
I go into the house.
You go into the house.

You little copycat!
I go down the steps.
You go down the steps.
I go down the path.
You go down the path.
I go up the tree.

You big copycat!
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Item #6: Repetition and Substitution- Listen and follow

I go up the path.

/

/

/

/R

/

You go up the path.

/

/

/

/

/

I go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

stairs/R
steps

You go up the steps,

/

/

/

/

stalrs/R
steps

I go into the house.

/

/

/

/

/

You go into the house,

/

/

/

/

/

/R

/

You little copycat!

/

mm^i
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Item #7: Substitution and Repetition- Record next to text

I go up the path.
You go up the path.
I go up the steps.
You go up the steps.
I go into the house.
You go into the house.
You little copycat!
I go down the steps.
You go down the steps.

I go down the path.
You go down the path.
I go up the tree.

You big copycat I
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Item #8: Self-Correction- Listen and follow

I go up the path.

I

I

I

I

I

You go up the path.

I

I

I

I

I

I go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

stairs/SC
steps

You go up the steps.

/

/

/

/

/

I go into the house.

I

l

l

my/SC
the

You go into the house.
You little copycat!

I
I

I
l

I
l
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I

I

Item #9: Self-Corrections- Record next to text

CODE:

SC immediately
up

after the error

on/in/SC
up

Multiple attempts
then SC

I go down the steps.
You go down the steps,

I go down the path.
You go down the path.

I go up the tree.
You go up the tree.

You big copycat!

;ik,

f .5 4/ '■■w
y-4
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Itan #10; Consolidation-Substitutions^ Repetitions and Self
Gorrections Record next to text.

I go up thfe path.
You go.up the path.
I.go up the steps.

You go up the steps.
I go into the house.
You go into the house.

You little copycat! .
I go down the steps.
You go down the steps.

I; go down the path.
You go down the.path.
I go, up the; t^ree.

You big copycat!
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Item #11: Omissions Listen and Follow

I go up the path.

/

/

/

/
path

You go up the path.

/

/

/

/
path

I go up the steps.

/

/

/

/
stairs

You go up the steps.

/

/

/

/
stairs
■'p.Sicg

I go into the house.

/

/

/

/

/

You go into the house.

/

/

/

/

/

You little copycat!

/

little

•
copycat

' ^1*''
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Item #12: Omissions- Record next to text

CODE:

word is omitted
text

I go down the path.
You go down the path.
I go up the tree.
You go up the tree.
You big copycat!

#■
i< i"

■

•
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Item #13; Insertions Listen and Follow

I go down the path.

/ / / / /

You go down the path.

/ / / / /

I go up the tree.

/ / / / his. /

You go up the tree.

I I I I I too

You big copycat!

/ / old /

- ^

#

;

■'

:^-.r ; 4 - !./■

".'f
' vW
•Ti"

•'x: •• •:>,
. ;r'"^
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Item # 14: Insertions- Record next to text
CODE:

inserted word
no text

I go up the path.
You go up the path.
I go up the steps.
You go up the steps.

I go into the house.

You go into the house.
You

little copycat!

I go down the steps.
You go down the

steps

I go down the path.
You go down the path.
I go up the tree.
You go up the tree.
You big copycat!

;
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Item #15; Omissions and Insertions

I go up thfe path.
You go up the path.

I go up the steps.
You go up the steps.

I go into the house.
You go into the, house.

You little;copycat!

'

■ I go'down the steps.
You go down the steps.

I go down the path.

You go down the path. '
I go up the tree.

You go up the tree.
You big copycat!
- Record next to text

^
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Item #16: Intervention - Try That Again Listen and follow

Code:

[

I go up the path.

/ get you
go

] Bracket the TTA

_a_

up

place

the

path

TTA

You go up the path.

get

in. this

go

up

/

/

/

/

/

I

I

I

I

I

You

the

place
path

TTA is only used when the student's reading or
your coding is so mixed up that it
cannot be continued.
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Item #17: Intervention - Appeal and Told

I go down the steps.

I

l

l

/

Listen and follow

stairs /A/ st-a-r-s
steps

You go down the steps.

I

I

I

I go down the path.

i

l

t

l

I

-

I

porch /A/
path

/

T

You go down the path.

/

/

/

I go up the tree.

/

climb /SC

ZJB.

-

T

/

I

I

I

go

NOTES: An appeal is coded above the line.
It is the child's response.

/A/
steps

An appeal is turned back to the child
when the teacher says, "you try it."

An incorrect response or no attempt
st-st/A/stairs

after an appeal and "You try it" is

steps
T
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followed by a Told. T is coded under
the line. It is the teacher's response.

A long wait is coded by @

"Sounding out" is coded by lower case
h-o-u-s-e

letters followed by -

house

Spelling a word is coded by uppercase
letters followed by-

H-Q-U-S-E
house

*

■ ii '/•

1^4
V

,

. .-4

.T

<v

tj;

-H

m.-..

44it;;. .

.1'
' ''

'- ■"
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RUNNING RECORD SUMMARY

Age:

Name:

School Year:

Level:

EM;(Emergent) E (Early) F (Fluent)

S/US:.

Seen: or . unseen , text

Title

Date

Level

^ ^ ..

S/US
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%ACC

SO Rate

Comments
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Section 11:
Continual Assessments
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CONTINUAL ASSESSMENTS

It is; iinpDrtant in guided , reading that, students are

continually assessed so that they are reading books that are

challenging yet.provide successful experiences. This section
provides you with suggestions and checklists to assist you
in monitoring student progress.

Emergent Level

• , Include, observations and evaluations of the processes and

,products of reading and writing.
•

Listen to students read.

,•

Anecdotai records,checking for comprehension.

•

Checklist for oral and written language development.

•

Include Observations and evaluations,of the processes and

products : of reading, and :writing. ,
•

Listen to students read. ,

•

Anecdotal records checking for .comprehension.

•

Running Records.

•

Students 'draw pictures of what happened in the story
using story maps. .
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fluent Level

•

Role of the teacher-to ensure that suitable books and

opportunities are available for independent and
collaborative reading.
•

Includes observations and evaluations of the processes

and products of reading and writing.
•

Writing rubrics to assess writing products.

We have included several assessment sheets to use at

all reading levels. Some of them are similar and repeat what
was assessed on other checklists. Use the ones that are most

helpful to you. There is also an anecdotal record sheet that

you may want to keep in each childs' portfolio and a teacher
evaluation to assess your current method of evaluation being
used in your classroom.
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

Take time to reflect on your current approaches and consider
which you are satisfied with and which you can strengthen.
YES

1. BALANCED ASSESSMENT

Does my
formal
Does my
quately

assessment system balance
and informal techniques?
assessment system ade
represent student's deve

lopment of reading (especially

comprehension) and writing?
2. FORMAL ASSESSMENT

Do I use placement tests and unit
test tesults to plan instruction
and determine grouping?
Do I share results of tests" with
families?

3. DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS, PORTFOLIOS AND RUBRICS
Do I have a developmental model
that describes the stages of
students' reading and writing growth?
Do I use "rubrics to help score
performance assessments?
Have I established portfolios for
each student?

Have I set up a place to store,
documentation of each group project?
Do I use I a variety of forms of
,documentation-audio tapes, photo
graphs, computer work, student's

work andimy own notes?
Am I satisfied with the criteria
used to select student's work for

their portfolios?
Does my documentation of group

projects ^reflect the variety of
activities and projects in which
the students engage?
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SOME

NO

4. INVOLVING CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
Do I involve students in the assess

ment process by meeting with them
individually? Do I review with them
their suggestions for their port
folios and for overall progress?

Do I display photographs and docu
mentation of group projects for
students and visitors to see?

Do I meet regularly with family
members to share observations and
assessments of their children's
progress?

5. Formal Assessment

Am I satisfied with the assessment
instruments I am using?
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CONCEPTS OF PRINT CHECKLIST

Emergent Levels:
CLASS PROFILE

Date:

Name

Name

DIRECTIONALITY (demonstrates)

Left-to-right page sequence
Left-to-right in sentence
Return sweep
Reading top to bottom
Start at beginning of book
Finishing at end of book
READING CONCEPTS (points to)

Text (print tells the story)
Each word (one-to-one correspondence)
BOOK CONCEPTS (can identify)
Cover o'f book
Title

Title page

WORDS/LETTERS (can identify)
A lette'r

A word !
The first word on a page
The las,t word on a page
A first letter

A last letter

A capital letter
A small letter
Names of some letters

Key words in isolation
PUNCTUATION (can identify)
Question mark (?)
Period (.)
Comma (,)
Quotation marks ("'
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Name

Name

STRATEGIES USED

Relies on memory for reading

Uses pictures to tell story/own words
Uses pictures to help with words
Uses
Uses
Uses
Uses
Uses

language patterns
structure knowledge
beginning letter sounds
many letter sounds
background experiences
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CONCEPTS OF PRINT CHECKLIST

Emergent Levels: Individual Profile
Name:

Date:

Teacher Questions

(+)(/)(-)

Concept

Before reading, ask the child:
Book

Where is the front of

conceptsthe book?

front cover

Where is the back of

Book

conceptsof the book?

back cover

Can you point to
concepts-

Book

the title?

title

Can you point to the

Book

conceptstitle page?

title page

Which page do we read
DirectionalityBeginning text

first?

Reading
print

Where does it tell the

story?

carries
message

Which way do we go when
Directionalityleft to right in

we're reading?

a sentence

Which way do we go when
Directionality-

we get to the end of the line?
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return sweep

During reading, ask yourself:

As the child reads and points to

One to one

the text b.etween number of words

Correspondence

spoke and number of words printed?

After reading, ask the child:
Can you put your fingers around

Word Concept

a word?

Word Concept

Can you find two words that are
the---:samel

.'■■ ■ ■■■ ■

v

First word : ,

Where is the first word on

this page?i
Where is the last word on

Last word

this page?i
Can you put your finger around
Concept
, ■

Letter

a letter?

i

Can you tell me the names of some

Letter'

Concept

letters on this page?
Can you find a capital letter?

Capital

letter

Can you find a small letter?

Small letter

What's this

Punctuation

. (period)

mark

,

(comma)
(Question mark)
" " (Quotation mark)

'

?

NOTES:

■

•
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CONCEPTS OF PRINT CHECKLIST

Emergent Levels:
CLASS PROFILE

Date:

Name

Name

DIRECTIONALITY (demonstrates)

Left-to-right page sequence
Left-to-right in sentence
Return sweep

Reading top to bottom
Start at beginning of book
Finishing at end of book
READING CONCEPTS (points to)

Text (print tells the story)
Each word (one-to-one correspondence)
BOOK CONCEPTS (can identify)
Cover of book

Title

Title page

WORDS/LETTERS (can identify)
A letter

A word

The first word on a page
The last word on a page
A first.letter

A last letter

A capital letter
A small,letter
Names of some letters

Key words in isolation
PUNCTUATION (can identify)
Question mark (?)
Period (.)
Comma ( )
Quotation marks ("")
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Name

Name

■a:':

STRATEGIES USED

Relies on memory for reading
Uses pictures to tell story/own words
Uses
Uses
Uses
Uses
Uses
Uses

pictures to help with words
language patterns
structure knowledge
beginning letter sounds
many letter sounds
background experiences

■

■ ■

.

I-.'--'

yi'
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GUIDED READING QUICK EVALUATION SHEET

-STUDENT NAMES

SKILLS

(

) {

NOTES:
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)(

CONCEPTS OF LITERATURE CHECKLIST

(Early Fluency Level)

Date:

Name

STORY STRUCTURE (can identify)

Beginning, middle arid end
Characterization

Story climax
Sequence of events
LITERARY TERMS (can identify)
Character

,Hero/viilain
■Problem

■ Solution^
Point of view

Dialogue
Author/Illustrator

Stage Directions
Genre: Fiction
Nonfiction

Diary/journal
Biography

Drama/play
Poetry

LITERARY DEVICES (can identify)
Similies

Metaphors
Alliteration

Onomatapoeia
Exaggeration
Word play
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Name

Name

Name

LITERARY STRATEGIES

Uses table of contents
Skims for facts

Uses dictionary/encyclopedia
Summarizes
Retells

Compares and contrast
Questions
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CONCEPTS OF PRINT CHECKLIST

(Early Fluency Level) continued
Date:

Name

PUNCTUATION

Can ::identify and give purpose of:
Period {.
Question marK (?)

Exclaimation point (!)
Quotation marks ("")
Comma (,.)

Apostrophe .(')
Elipses ,(....)
Dash (-)

Unusual typeface (bold)
LANGUAGE STRATEGIES

Uses semantic cue system:
Story sense

Logic
Background experience
Pictorial/graphic
Uses ,syntactic cue system:

Structure knowledge
Language, patterns
Word ending.
Uses graphophonic cue system:
Beginning sounds
Ending sounds
Medial sounds
Letter combinations

Short and long vowels
Rhyming sounds
Cross-checks using cue systems
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Name

Name

Naime

ANECDOTAL RECORD

Name:

Age:

Observations

Date:

Comments

Social:

Reading:

Writing:

Health:

Other:

When to record? Try to record at least one obseryatioh
in all of these areas every six weeks or at any time
you notice significant shifts in behavior.
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ALPHABET KNOWLEDGE RECORD

/

= Correct response, i.e. .Alpliabet Name, Word,
or Letter/Sound

0': = Incorrect response ,

. = No. Response .

-

■

'V';

■

.

Name_
Date

"You write them

Response to question "What are these?"

G

-

u

M

V

B

.F■

D

K

. T

■

;A

:

X

1
I—

Q

,,R

W

'

■

:■ -s

■ .

■

p

" :-z
.

L

g

:t

m

u

V

b

r

d

f

z

s

, k; .

:a

Total Correct_

y, ;

.

p

■

'

H

■ ■ ,:G ^

;

J

0.

E

X

.N

; I

w

.

h

c

. j

.o

e

X '■ ■

n

i

Preferred Mode of.Response

Comments:
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ff

^

CONTINUUM OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Name:

^Grade: Three

Date entries. Note progress, any comments on child's
samples.
DATE OF ENTRY
CHOOSES OWN

TOPICS

MAKES LISTS, NOTES AND
JOTS DOWN IDEAS.
DEMONSTRATES TOPIC KNOWLEDGE
EXPLAINS IDEAS CAREFULLY.

MAINTAINS SEQUENCE.
ATTEMPTS VARIOUS WRITING FORMS

narrative

personal narrative
explaination
recount

report
letter

diary
instruction

captions
rhyme
others
VOCABULARY

uses effective adjectives
uses comparisons (metaphores, similies)
tries out new vocabulary
SPELLING

many close approximations
marks approximations for checking
more correct spelling than

approximations
uses correct word endings
SENTENCE STRUCTURE

partially correct sentences
complete grammatical sentences
maintenance of tense in short,

straighforward pieces
compound sentences (Two
sentences linked by "and"
"but" "or")
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COMMENT

CONTINUUM OF WRITTEN LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

Name:

^Grade: Three

Date entries. Note progress, any comments on child's
samples.

DATE OF ENTRY

adventurous sentences which
relate ideas and information

in complex ways but are not
always grammatically correct.
adventurous and grammatically
correct sentences.

varied sentence"beginnings: e.g.
As the bell rang, they...'

sentences that use phrases/lists
of words, etc. (Steven arrived
home covered in mud, wet, cold,

and ready for a hot shower.)
sentences that use alliteration,

onomatopoeia and other figures
of speech
sentences that use special effects
to build atmosphere.
PUNCTUATION

awareness of periods, capitals
to signal sentences
competent use of periods,
capitals to signal sentences
awareness of commas, exclaimation

marks, question marks
competent hse of commas,
exclaimation and question marks
awareness of dialogue, quotation
marks

competent use of dialogue, quotation
marks

starting, to .use..paragraphs
using paragraphs
EDITING SKILLS
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COMMENT

uses arrows, lines, insertions, etc,
crosses out and rewrites

tries out spelling in several ways
circles things to check
rereads to see how it sounds
USING WORD PROCESSING SKILLS

finds the appropriate letters,

spaces, capitals, etc.
uses editing keys
deletions

corrections
insertions

spell check
manipulates the print on screen

prints/saves
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HOME READING RECORD

Name:

Date

Grade:

Title

Read

to

Read

with

child
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Read

Comrnents

by

child

child

In

itial

LETTER FORMATION SURyEY

Nam©;.':

Age

Date

Girdle letters child needs help forming. Check each
letter as formatipn is est^lished.

e'. /;

■k- y:':

o'

^

'

■' ' - W

A

■

k

^ ■ ''

; s

^ X ■

f"' ^

■

"

:g

m ■

t; ■

■; y

E

C

M

R:'

■Y

275.
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CUMULATIVE RECORD

Name

Date of Birth

/

/

School

Date first entered school

Preschool facilitiies attended

INTERESTS and STRENGTHS

HEALTH FACTORS

SIX WEEKS PROGRESS SUMMARY

Alphabet Check_

Coir^^leted: Anecdotal Record_
Running Record

Writing Sample

Comments:

SIX MONTH SUMMARY

ONE YEAR SUMMARY

Language: Listening & Speaking
Speaking

Language: Listening &

Language: Reading

Language:
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Reading

Language:

Writing

Language:

Writing

Language:

Spelling

Language:

Spelling

Mathematics

Mathematics

Personal/Social Development
Development

Personal/Social
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SECOND AND THIRD YEAR PROGRESS RECORD

Language: Listening & Speaking
Speaking

Language: Listening &

Language: Reading

Language: Reading

Language: Writing

Language: Writing

Languages: Spelling

Languages: Spelling

Mathematics

Mathematics

Science

Science

Social Studies

Social Studies

Physical Education

Physical Education

Health

Health
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Art/Music

Art/Music

Personal & Social Development:

Attendance

Completed at

Date
6 months

1 year
2nd year
3rd year
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Teacher's Signature

MASTER CARD OF ALPHABET LETTERS

G

T

M

L

Q

c

J

U

V

B

R

w

0

E

D

F

Z

s

H

X

N

K

A

p

g

t

m

1

q

c

c

j

u

V

b

r

w

o

e

d

f

z

s

h

X

n

k

a

Y

P

i '■ ■'

I
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EMERGENT READING CHECK

Name:

Age on enterinc
COMMENT

•

Enjoys listening to stories.

•

Chooses to read from various

.

resources :

•

Can sit for a time.and read■
a book.

•

Participates confidently,
in shared .writing.

• . Participates confidently in
Shared Reading..
• . Retells stories and rhymes..
* .Likes

•

,
.

to write. " '

Understands that writers use

. letter symbols to construct
meaning.

•

^

Can show the front cover of
the book.

•

Understands that from the
print comes the message.

•

Uses pictures as clues to
the story line..

.•

Knows where to Start.

reading the text..
Knows which way to go,

•

.

L-R. and return. .

•

Can point and match 1-1.as
teacher reads.

•

Checks 1-1 when reading
•:

alone .. ■

•: :Can indicate a word.

•

•
.

. .

. .

Can .indicate a letter.

Can indicate the space
between words./

• . . Can recognize some.
high-frequency words
:

:

. .both in and out of
context. .

•

Can write, some

high-frequency words. ,
independently.
■
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.

DATE

EARLY READING CHECK
Name:
COMMENT

V- Enjoys listening to longer
stories.

•

Chooses to read independently.

•

Chooses to explore unfamiliar
resources.

•

,

.

Beginning to take initiatiye for
responding .creatively to books.
' Is confident to share feelings ,
about books.

•

Developing ability to retell

longer stories in sequence.
Developing, ability to recall
facts from informational books.

•

Writes with confidence and
, enthusiasm.

.• . Participates confidently in . .
Shared Writing.
Participates confidently in
Shared Writing .
- Developing ability to identify
approximations in personal
writing. ;
• . Takes responsibility for
selecting words for. personal .
spelling tests.
• . Less reliant on illustrations ;
as a clue to make meaning.
• Beginning to cross-check a
number of meaning-making
strategies when reading i.e.
-checks language predictions
by looking at letters

_

;
.

-rereads or returns to .check

-brings own knowledge or oral ..
and written language to. reading

• Beginning to check.graphophonic
details as a means of confirming
predictions

•
•

Expects to get meaning from text.
Developing increased knowledge:
of conventions of print.
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DATE

FLUENT READING CHECK

Age on

Name:

entering School:
DATE

COMMENT

•

Enjoys listening to longer
stories.

•

Chooses to read independently.
Chooses to explore unfamiliar
resources,

•
•

Beginning to take initiative for
responding creatively to books.
Is confident to share feelings
about books.

•
•

Developing ability to retell
longer,stories in/sequence.
Developing ability to recall , .
facts from informational books.

•

Writes with confidence and

.enthusiasm.

•

•

Participates confidently in
Shared Writing.
Participates confidently in
Shared Writing
Developing ability to identify
app.roxima.tidns in personal.
writing.
Takes responsibility for . .
selecting words,for personal . .
spelling tests.

•

Less reliant on illustrations

•

Beginning to cross-check a

as a clue to make meaning

. .

y

. number of meaning-making

strategies when reading i.e.
. -checks language predictiohs
by looking at letters
.
:

.

,

-rereads or returns to check

-brings own knowledge or oral
and written language to reading
:-Checks graphophoniC details as.
a means of confirming predictions

•

Expects to get meaning from text.
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READING CHECK

Name:

Age:
Home Language

COMNffiNT

Expects to get meaning from text.

Stops when not making sense,
Seeks assistance if unsure.

Enjoys listening to chapter stories,
Chooses to explore unfamiliar
resources.

Borrows books regularly.
Reads a wide variety of books.

Reads for sustained'periods of time,
is confident to share feelings
about books.

Gomments on plot.
Recalls sequence of events
Retells the story.
Identifies the main characters.
Comments on character traits.

Asks questions.
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DATE

Takes initiative for responding

creatively to books.
Is able to recall information
from informational books.

Makes notes and diagrams.
Uses other resources.

Reads home language as well
as English.
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

YES

1. Have you established your literacy
goals for the year?
•
Do you use a variety of assessment
procedures such as placement tests,
benchmark books, observations,

checklists, portfolios, standardized
tests, and so forth?

3. Have you established procedures for
morning routines, such as putting
away coats or checking homework?
Do you have an established system for
children to borrow books from the

classroom library
When students complete an assignment,
is there a choice of independent or

small group constructive activities
from' which they can select?

In the writing center, have you
established a workable system
for accessing paper, editing
checklist, date stamp, and other
materials?

Have you established a system for
storing works-in-progress?
Do students have a predictable time

and day for writing? ■
9. Do you use flexible groups to meet
a variety of student needs?
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SOME

NO

ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM

Take time to reflect on your current approaches and consider
which you are satisfied with and which you can strengthen.

YES

1. BALANCED ASSESSMENT

Does my assessment system balance
formal and informal techniques?
Does my assessment system ade
quately represent student's deve
lopment of reading (especially
comprehension) and writing?

2. FORMAL ASSESSMENT

Do I use placement tests and unit
test results to plan instruction
and determine grouping?
Do I share results of tests with
families?

3. DEVELOPMENTAL MODELS, PORTFOLIOS AND RUBRICS

Do I have a developmental model
that describes the stages of

students' reading and writing growth?
Do I use rubrics to help score
performance assessments?
Have I established portfolios for
each student?

Have I set up a place to store
documentation of each group project?
Do I use a variety of forms of
documentation-audio tapes, photo

graphs, computer work, student's
work and my own notes?
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SOME

NO

Am I satisfied with the criteria
used to select student's work for

their portfolios?
Does my documentation of group
projects reflect the variety of
activities and projects in which
the students engage?
4. INVOLVING CHILDREN AND FAMILIES

Do I involve students in the assess

ment process by meeting with them
individually? Do I review with them
their suggestions for their port
folios and for overall progress?

Do I display photographs and docu
mentation of group projects for
students and visitors to see?

Do I meet regularly with family
members to share observations and
assessments of their children's

progress?

5. Formal Assessment

Am I satisfied with the assessment

instruments I am using?
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TRY THIS....

1. Use dociomentation to "exhibit" literacy events.

•

Erom the very beginning take photographs of children

,

planhing a project and guide them to keep lists of their
ideas and suggestions. Erovide a tape recorder to record
their conversations.

•

Record each step. Photograph, children working. Guide
children to write lists and take notes.

•

Collect children's work in draft stages throughout the
project.

•

when, the project is completed,. organize the documentation

chronologically. Display the photographs, charts, notes,
children's work with a tape recorder and audiocassette.
•

Invite visitors to explore the exhibit.

Reviewing the display with children will assist them in
understanding the relationships between each step and
the. final outcome.

2. Involve families in the assessment process by setting up

a lending library and helping them listen to their child's
reading.

,
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Set up a lending library. Collect a large variety of
appropriate children's books. Create a library system,
with a check-in/out, form for borrowing books..

Create,a pocket.chart. Write the name of, each child and

family ,on it.
Make a card for each book by writing the title and
author's name on an.index card.

Attach the card pockets to each book.
When children or family iriembers take out a book they can.,

place the book's card in their pocket on the chart. When
they return the. book,, they put the card back in the book.

. : .;

Create a catalog, listing the titles of . all. books

..

.ayailable for families to borrow, with the type of. book

(picture book, folktale, .etc..) and summary. Distribute
catalog, so family members are aware of- what is available,

.

Meet with family members to introduce them to the
library system. Encourage them to read with their children
and to observe their children'..s reading. Offer tips on.
listening such.as:
v

Do children's word substitutions make sense in the

context of the story?
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: Do children's word substitutions sound like the word in
the■text?

:•

Do. children: try , to . correct their own errors?

■>

What kinds of words do children have the most trouble
with? '

Do children pay attention to punctuation?

Encourage family members to discuss their observations
with you?
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Portfolios
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PORTFOLIOS

, . Portfolios are a good way to show progress, in students'

reading..They may include the/following reading assessments
as, well as some writing samples and checklists. . These things

will help to show language development: and concrete use of.
strategies.. ;

Emergent and Early Levels
•

Se.lf-assessment

• ■ Show .growth
•

:\

Authentic Assessment

• , Include running records, reading and writing development

, ,

. writing samples that show growth in

. . conventions of language'

•'; Include tape recordings of reading.

Fluent Level

•

Self-assessment

Show growth
•

Authentic assessment
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Section 13:
TECHNOLOGY
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TECHNOLOGY

Guided reading can be greatly enhanced with the use of

technology.. There are a variety of programs offered at all
reading levels to support the learning of reading. Students

are naturally motivated by games on the computer and these,

games can Serve as excellent support systems to reinforce
previously taught skills. Here is a list of current software
and the companies that offer them.

Emergent Level

• Arthur's Reading .Race (Living Books-three fun .educational
games, that develop reading skills.'

• Bailey's Book House (Ed Mark)- students learn letters,

acquire new vocabulary and compose stories in five
different uctiyities.

• Daisy Castle (Great 'Wave)- pre-readers are challenged to
'

work with counting sounds,; whole word blending and
two-part blending.

•' Kid Phonics (Davidson)- students learn the importance of
' letter-sound relationships with three learning
activities,. : .
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Reader Rabbit (The Learning Cp.)- four .lively, games ,

introduce pre-readers tq the recognitipn of , letters, and
three letter words as they learn to read on their own.

Reader Rabbit's Ready for Letters (The Learning Co.)

piayful surprises and learning opportunities combine to
build reading readiness in very young children.

Reading Blaster 2000 (Davidson)- a galactic game show
where .kids learn, phonics, build vocabulary and improve
reading comprehension..

Reading Development Library (The Learning Co.)-a series
of four ievels of critical reading skills with hundreds
of levels of learning.

Reading Maze (Great Wave)- introduces over 300 eanly
words and reinforces critical reading skills with
hundreds of levels of learning.

.

Stanley's Sticker Stories (.Ed Mark)— students strengthen
reading .and writing skills as they create their own
animated storybooks that come to life on the screen.

Stickey Bears Reading RoQm (.Optimum Resources)-reading

program with hundreds of pictures arid: words and thousands,
of sentences.

Three for: Me- Volume I & II (Living..Books)- kids build

reading skills while enjoying animated stories with
characters who talk, move, sing and dance...
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• Wiggle Works Plus {Scholastic)- reading writing listening

speaking merge in a powerful program that provides guided
support to young students.

Early Level

•

Bravo Books Collection (Computer Curriculum

. Cdrporation)-these electronic books offer a whole

,

language approach to listening, reading and writing using
music, speech,: animation and video.
•

Peter Pan (EA.Kids)- children are able to direct the,
decisions and actions of Peter Pan and use reading skills

to read through dialogue, of Peter and friends.
•

Reader Rabbit (Learning Company)- develops word ,

: recognition,.spelling and ypcabulary skills.
• Reading.Blaster: invasion of the Wprd Snatchers

(Davidson)- students learn.to read and understand over
IQOO words.

• . Word Munchers (MECC)- a .fast-paced game format helps

children learn long and short vowel sounds and the.
exceptions to the rule.
Fluent Level

• Classic Stories (Orange Cherry/New .Media Schoolhouse)- .
.

students read classic tales with ..beautiful . illustrations,
animation's, and a fully narrated text.
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Discis Books (Discis)- interactive storybook in color
with sound effects, music, and narration.

Eagle Eye Mysteries (EAKids)- students solve a mystery
while developing comprehension and deductive reasoning
skills.

Midnight Rescue { The Learning Co.)- combines,the fun of

fast-paced adventure game: with animation and graphics in
a comprehensive reading program.
Multimedia Literature (MacMillon/McGraw Hill)- integrated

reading and language arts instruction with 24tauthentic
literature sections- fiction and non-fiction,

Smartbooks Series; (Scholastics)- students can use these
interactive books to read the text, but also to see

videos of the people and places they are reading about.

The following sheets will help you assess, how

technology is used in your classroom and offer suggestions
for scheduling and training. Think about how you incorporate
technology into your curriculum, whether or not you use

technology.to find.information and does the physical layout
of your room facilitate technology..
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ASSESSING YOUR CLASSROOM
YES

1. Does : the physicai layout of your
classroom and.the technologies
available reflect a balanced literacy

.

program? Is there a balance between
print technology and other,technologies
that is reflective of the real world?

2. When you seek content for a classroom
project or activity (for example, for a
unit on Antarctica) do you compile mater
ials from a balanced set of media-books, •
articles, videos,. interactive software,
internet home pages?
3. When you provide extra practice, for

students having difficulty or extension
activities for students who are advanced,,

do you seek experiences across a balanced
set of media that includes print and
electronic sources?

4. When student expression is evaluated,
do. you ensure that students are judged ;
in terms of their capacities in,
different media (for example, in writing,

in speaking,;in illustration, in,film,
in electronic, media and so forth?

5. When you teach students how to find
information, do you demonstrate.a„
balanced set of search,:procedures.:

:

(for example, using a card: catalog,
using indexes in print or electronics,
using internet browsers, using GD-Rom
information sources?

6. Do you demonstrate to your class.a
balanced set of literacies?
7. Do you provide students with many

ways of accessing information ..(books,
technology, interviews, and so forth)?
8. Do you actively build on all

students' strengths by providing many
ways of learning (through,books, through
audiocassettes, CD-rom, and so forth)?
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SOME

NO

■

TRY/THIS.,....i

1. SGheduling

, Scheduling^^

be a cballenge with only one

computer in the, Glassroom. By making this process a routine,
ypu can simplify classroom management..
■ v Uee: ,,a

sheet. In :my class every child gets one

twenty minute session per .:Week. Children can invite a
: friend to work with them, which they often do, but the
child whose .turn it is always gets to. control the mouse.
• dse;a cooking, timer to signal when a turn is over.
2. Take Your Time

to ,use the computer as a

class tool, try going slowly. Don't think you have to know
it all,^ or even, know, more than your students. Work on one

thing until you feel comfortable, then share it with the
children,

3. Be a Model

Try.using,the computer for yourself in the
classroom.. Let the children see you using it.

•

Model, the process, of learning.

•

Make mistakes and work things out to show that you are a
learner too.
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